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Forord 

t>rebroprojektet ar ett forskningsprojekt som startades ar i 964 for att 

arbeta nJ.ed problern om anpassning ocb beteende.. Anpassning betraktas 

som en fortlopande process, som maste studeras genom att den deltagan

de gruppens utveclding foljs under bela den period som ar av betydelse 

for de problem sora star i centrum .. 

Projektet har alltsa fatt en longitudinell utformning.. Tva arsklasser 

foljs fran de ar da ba:rnen var tio respektive tretton ar gamla. Huvud ... 

gruppen, barn som foddes 1955, bar nu deltagit i undersokningarna i 

nara tio ar.. En del gar annu kvar i ungdomsskolan. Detar de som ar 

elever pa tre£riga linjer i gymnasiet ... 

Ett antal studier har nu genomforts inom flera problemor.nraden. Ett 

sarskilt intresse har agnats tonaren och utvecklingen av varderingar under 

den perioden.. Undersokningar bar gjorts av normer i situationer som ar 

relevanta f5r ungdomar i relationer till hem, skola ocb kamrater 

{Henrie son, 197 3} och av varderingar av brott ocb andra icke onskvarga 

beteenden {Duner & Haglund, 1974).. Tonaringarnas relationer och be

teenden har beskrivits (l'Aarnell, Duner &: J:.Aagnusson, 1973). Vidare pa~. 

gar studier av studie- och yrkesvalets process (Duner, 1972t Hjortzberg

Nordlund &: lVIarnell, 1974).. I flickgruppen har en grundlig beskrivning 

gjorts av symtom och relationsr.nonster ( Crafoord, 1972). 

For ungdomarnas utveckling, som kan ses ur manga synvinklar, ar 

varderingarna av stor betydelse.. Vi genomfor empiriska studier, som 

siktar pa att kartlagga ungdomarnas varden eller livsmal 1 av vad som 

pa langre sikt kan antas styra deras bandlande och deras vidare utveckling .. 

Foreliggande rapport utgor en genomgang av litteratur pa detta omrade, 

som ar av sa central betydelse for projektets problem.. Sammanstall· 

ningen och diskussionen av tidigare forskning har gjorts av James 

Sidanius .. 

Stockholm i februari 197 4 

David Magnusson 

Vetenskaplig ledare 

Anders Duner 
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L INTRODUCTION 

Contrary to the views of some major contributes to the field of values 

& attitudes research, the study of values and their contribution to the 

complexity of hur.o.an behavior has been going on for some time now. 

Eduard Spranger, in his v6lume Lebensforrr1en, Geiteswis senschaftliche 

psychologie und ethik der personlichkei~1925), laid the theoretical 

groundwork for J:nuch of the rather fruitful research on values in the 

U.S. since 1931. Shortly described, Spranger states that the personal

ities of r.o.en are r.nost effectively and paris.moniously understood throug,h 

the nature of their values or evaluative attitudes. Spranger goes on to 

posit the eJdstence of 6 main personality types having 6 main value 

differences .. 

i. The theoretical type 

This type is predominantly interested in the discovery of "truth" and 

knowledge. This rnan is critical, rational and analytical.. He is 

interested in the investigation of identities and dissimilarities. He takes 

a distinctly cognitive attitude toward objects in the world and the 

relationships betvteen these objects. The type is, according to Sprange~, 

not interested so r.nuch in the beauty or utility of objects but rather in 

their structu·re.. This man is obviously the one who would become a 

teacher, scientist, doctor, philosopher, etc. 

2. The econo1nic type 

This man is prirnarily interested in the aquisition and accumulation of 

wealth. He is oriented towards the practical and the useful as they are 

instrumental to the accumulation of material wealth. This man is 

dedicated to "I.,Aarnmon" in hll its regards. This man is n1otivated to 

pursue the careers of business, trading, banking,etc., and is stereo

typed as the cigar smoking american business executive. 

The religious orientation of this type is more than likely to be of a 

strongly calvinistic-protestant-ethic variaety in which God is conceived 

of as rewarding the industrious, the intelligent, the competitive, the 

aggressive and consequently, the "Good" with material wealth. This 

protestant-ethic is also conceived as a dominant cultural ther.ne in 

american society. 
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3. The Aesthetic Type 

Harmony and form are the most iro.portant values to the aesthetic man. 

He is oriented to the immediate enjoyn1.ent of the everpresent NOW in his 

pursuit of grace, harmony, syrnu1etry and balance. The aesthetic man 

is most unlike the theoretical and the economic man. He is interested 

in people as beautiful or exciting, bnt he is not interested in 1their 

human or social vrelfare". The aesthetic man is obviously motivated to 

become a poet, artist 1 musician, etc .. 

The social rnan/ s greatest value in life is "love of people". He is 

primarly concerned with the world of feelings and er.o.otions, with humap 

beings as prized ends in themselves.. I-Ie is a}t to be philanthropic, 

altruistic and self- sacrificing. Spranger comments that in his'' purest 

form" the social rnan approaches to religious man. The social type is 

most likely to be motivated to become a social worker, psychotherapist~ 

occupational therapist, etc. 

5. The political type 

This man is predominantly interested in power for its own sake. This 

power need not restrict itself to political power, but power in any field. 

Through his cornpetitiveness and lust for power, he will be likely to 

become a leading or dominant figure in \vhatever occupation he happens 

to be engaged. 

6. The religious type 

Spranger defines this man as 'one vvhose mental structure is permanen~:" 

ly directed to the creation of the hie;hest and absolutely satisfying value 

experience 11
• The highest value for this type is 11unity", the unity of th~ 

cosmos and everything within it.. Spran3er relates this value preferenc~ 

to that of r.o.ysticisr.o. and goes on to diotinguish between t"wo separate 

types of mystics: 

(a) The immanent mystics - those 'vho find religious experience in life 

itself and through active participation in life .. 

(b) The transcendental mystics - or those who seek to become one with 

a higher and greater reality, greater than life or death, good or evil. 

This man. seeks to unite himself v1ith the cosrnos, the Om, the Nirvana 

through a withdrawel fro1n life and its menial pursuits, to a pursuit of 

contemplation and rneditation. This transcendental mysticism is best 

exemplified by Buddicism as taught by the Mahatma. 
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Spranger" s typology has served as a rnajor impetous to the development 

of two major, arnerican, empirical studies of values, to Allport and 

Vernon" s development of the Study of Values in i 9 31, and to Holland" s 

development of the Vocational Preference Inventory.. Each of these 

theorists has beeninfluenced to a different degree. The Allport-Vernon 

Study of values is based entirely upon Spranger" s theoretical reasoning 

while. Holland" s theory and subsequent scales are only partially so. 

We will study each of these in turn, arn.ong others. 
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TI. THE ALL:?ORT- VERNON-LINDZEY STUDY OF VALUES 

A. Description of test 

The Allport- Vernon- Lindzey Study of Values is beyond doubt the most 

well established and well studied value scale in the field. Sinse i 931, 

when the scale was first developed and published, it has gone through 

two revisions, one in 1951 and the last in 1960. The study consists of 

a number of questions concerning everyday familiar situations in which 

the S is asked to choose among Each situation represents h v~alue. The 

test is divided into two parts. In part I S is asked to choose between two 

situations at a tir.o.e. The final score for part I is the relative weight fqr 

each value given. On page 5 is given some examples of questions from 

the study. In part II the S is asked to choose between four alternativ~s 

at a time. There are 120 answeres in all, 20 of which refer to each 

value: theoretical, economic, aesthetic, social, political, religious. In 

this regard, the scoring of this is somewhat similar to Rokeach" s Value 

Survey in that S is asked to give a relative preference for each value .. 

Among the rnany differences betw·een the two (to be discussed in detail 

later) is that each of the Rokeach values is ranked once while each of 

the A VL values are ranked 20 tir.n.es. 

The reliability of r.o.easured values is rather high. The reliabilities were 

measured by a split-half technique. (using Sperman-Brov1n correction 

with z transforrned r.) The reliability studies -vvere performed on the 

1951 edition (se table 1). 

Table 1. Split-half reliabilities for the six A VL values 

Values 

theoretical 
econom1 c ••.•..............••.•. , ........... . 
a e s the ti c . . . ., . e ti • • e • • • " • • • • • ' • • • ' • • • (I • • • • • • 

social ....................................... . 
political . , ..... , .................. ._ ... , ........ . 
religious •.•....••.......•••....••.•..•..•. 

The mean split-half reliability vras • 90 .. 

Reliabilities 

• 84 
.93 
. 89 
..90 
• 87 
.95 

Test-retest reliabilities were also computed at intervals of one month 

and two rnonths (using 1951 edition . and Z transformed r, see table 2} .. 



Part I 

1. The main object of scienti£c research should be I I i 
a b ! I 

the discovery of tntth rather than its practical I I 
I I 

applications. (a Yes; (b) No. I I 
! I 
I I I 
i I l 
I I l 
I I I 

2. Taking the Bible as a whole1 one should regard it I I I 
I I I 

from the point of view of its beautiful mythology l I I 

a I I b 
and literary style rather than as a spiritual reve~ I I 

0 I I D lation. a) Yes; (b No. 
I I 
I I 

I I I I 
I I I I I I I I I I i I 

3. \Vhich of the following men do you think should I I I I 

b I I a i I I 
be judged as contributing more to the progress of I 

0 I I I I ! 
mankind? (a Aristotle; (b) Abraham Lincoln. I I I I 

I I I I 
I I ! 

I I I 

a I b I 
I 

4. Assuming that you have sufficient ability, would I I I I 
you prefer to be: a a banker; (b) a politician? i I 

I I 

I I 
! I 

Part II 

1. Do you think that a good government should aim l· ' I l 
I 

l I I 

chiefly at-( Remember to give your first choice 4, I 
! I I 

! I I 
I I a 

etc.) b I D more aid for the poor, sick and old 
I 

a. I 

b. the development of manufacturinf and trade I I 
c I I 

c. introducing highest ethical princip es into its poli- I .0 
I I 

d' I I 
des and diplomacy I I 

I I d. establishing a position of prestige and respect I I I 
l I I among 11ations r I i 
I I I 

2. In your opinion) can a man who works .in business I I I 
I a I 

all the week best spend Sunday in-
! I 
I 0 l 

trying to educate. himself by reading serious books 
I I a. D c i I I 

l ' b. trying to win at golf, or racing d 1 
I I I 

c. going to an orchestral concert I I 0 I i 
I l I I 

d. hearing a really good sermon : I I I 
I I t 
! I I I 

3. If you could influence the educational poliCies of I ! I I 

I I I l 
the public schools of some city> would you under· I I I 

I I I I 
take- I I I I a I I I I 

to promote the study and participation in' music D 
I I I b a. I I I 

and fine arts . I I co I I 
b. to stimulate the study of social problems l d I 

I I D~ c. to provide additional laboratory facilities I 

0 I 
I 

d. to increase the practical value of courses I 
l I I 
,I I 

! I I 

4. Do you prefer a friend (of your own sex) who - I I 
I I 

I a I I 

a. is efficient •. industrious and of a practical turn of · I 

0 I I 
! l I 

mind ! b I 
I 

b. is seriously interested in thinking out his attitude I I 

0 
I 
I 

i I I toward life as a whole c ! I I 

possesses qualities of leadership and organizing D d I I c. I I I 
ability 0 

I I I. 
I I I 

d. sho\'v'S artistic and emotional sensitivity I I I I I ! l I I 



Table 2. Test-retest reliabilities of the six A VL values 

Values 

theoretical ................... .. 
economic " ••...•..... a ••••••••• 

aesthetic ..•...•..••..•.....•.• 
social ........................ . 
political 
religious ...•.••....•...•....•. 

ONE-NIONTH 
1951 

• 87 
.92 
.90 
.77 
.90 
• 91 

TV! 0 -1\JIONTHS 
1957 
= 53 

.84 

. 87 
• 88 
• 88 
.. 93 

6. 

The mean test- retest reliability ·was • 89 for the one month interval 

and .. 88 for the tvvo months intervaL 

Item analysis revealed that the correlation of each value item with the 

total sub- scale score (theoretical, socin.l, etc. ) was significant at • 01 

(N = 780 n:1ales and females from 6 different colleges in the U .. S.) .. 

The correlation among the values ~:vas slso calculated using a sample 

of 100 male G and i 00 females. (See table 3. ) 

Table 3. 

Males 

theoretical 
economic 
aesthetic 
social 
political 

Females 

theoretical 
economic 
aesthetic 
social 
political 

Intercorrelation among A VL values 

eco. aes. soc. 

-.22 -. 10 -. i 3 
..... ·11 -.36 

-. 10 

eco. aes. soc. 

- .. 02 • 07 -.24 
-.33 -.35 

-. 40 

poL 

- .. 20 
• 27 

- .. 18 
-. 18 

pol.. 

• 02 
.18 
.. 01 

-. 33 

(All tables taken frorn Allport, Vernon 8r Lindzey, 1960.) 

rel. 

- .. 18 
-.43 
-. 31 

• 23 
-.42 

reL 

-.48 
- .. 29 
-. 46 

• 27 
- .. 36 

The authors point out that this intercorrelation matrix must be interpreted 

with caution because the scores are related tn: correlated v1ith one anoth~r 

as a result of the scoring syster.n alone, e. g .. a high score on one value 

automatically leads to a lower score on another value, producing 

generally negative correlations arnons the values. The authors point o-q.t 
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that there is a positive correlation betvveen social- religious, ~conomic -

political and theoretical-aesthetic and then state that 'the degree o£ 

correlation, however 1 is not enough to indicate that a srnallel;' number 

o£ more basic types can be derivec1 11
, p .. iO.. This seems indeed to be 

a very peculiar reasoning given the fact that, as the authors themselvea 

point out, the scores are necessarily negatively correlated aP an 

artifactual result of the scorh1g system. If it were not for t~1e scoring 

artifact there is every reason to believe that the above positive correla,. 

tions would be even larger than they already are, which, in ito turn, 

m.ight and probably wou!.d lead to the possibility that this 6 order matri~ 

is rf .. clly of a rnnk less than~6 and thereby to ''more basic types". 

More basic factors have in fact been derived in subsequent ~t-q.dies (see 

fbr instance Sciortino, 1970; Duffy1 '1 940\.. These studies vill be 

reviewed in greater detail in a later section). 

B. The Allport- Vernon~Lindzey st1f~ly of values in experimental 

research frorn i 933 to !J79_ 

1~-~e2~£~~L~Y~g~~L~~~~-~~y~~E¥~~~~~~ 

The Stuiy of Values ·was first conprehensive~y reviewed in 1933 by 

Cantril 8t Allport. The authors concluded that 1the reliability and 

validity orizinally clain:1ed for it (the test) are q.pproY..imately correct -

if anything too low J and that the \Veake st feat\~re of the scale is the low 

reliability of scores for the social value 11
• Some evidence for this can 

be seen in Allport et al. own reliability coefficients (see table 2). The 

authors have revie"'..ved the values discriminability of occ:upational groups 
f 

and are also rather convinced of their validity.. Cantril ~ Allport 

conclude: 11 The evidence from recent applications of the Study of Values 

must be interpreted as establishinc; these values (with the exception of 

the social) as self-consistent, pervasive, enduring and above all 

generalizec!_ traits of personality 1 (p. 272). 

Harris (1934, see Duffy, 1940, p. 598), using 338 Lehigh university 

students, found norms quite similar to those reported by Cantril &: 

Allport for male students. The only exception was the religious value, 

which was low·er than the Cantril 8.t Allport findings. 
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In a study of 72 sophomores and 70 seniors at Reed College, Schaefer 

(1936, see Duffy 1 p. 598), found a monotonic increase in the theoretical 

and aesthetic values from the sophornore to the senior year. The Reed 

College nor:-cns for the theoretical and aesthetic values vvere also some

what higher than the population reported in the Cantril & Allport study. 

Whitely 1938, see Duffy, 1940) also found a slight tendency for the 

aesthetic scores to increase frorn. the freshman to the junior year while 

the religious values had a slight tendency to decrease (I\l ::: 168 at 

Franklin l\~Iarshall College) .. 

Duffy 19 40) 1 in reviewing the VVhi tel y study, found a general tendency 

for an increase in aesthetic, social~ and theoretical values and a general 

tendency for decrease in religious, political and economic values. Duffy 

attributes these changes to genuine value changes caused by the college 

experience rather than to unreability in the tests .. 

Duffy (1940), in reviewing studies by Duffy & Crissy (1940) and Hartman 

( 19 34), concluC.es that the differences in values between college men and 

women and between differert colleges is generally in agreement with the 

findings of Cantril &: Allport and lend solid support to the validity of the 

tests. (For a rnore detailed revievr of validity studies on college 

populations~ see appendix 4.) 

Cantril &: Allport found a correlation of .. 25 between college grades and 

the theoretical value (Duffy, 1940, N = 150 Students at Dartn1.outh 

College). 

Rothney ( 1936) used a revision of the A VL in a correlation study of the 

acarlem:rl.c achievement scores of 306 11th grade boys from seven arneric~l'} 

high schools. Rothney correlated the value scores with teachers" mark$ 

in English, Latin, French_, Georn.etry, Algebra and an average of the 

first four of these over a period of one year. The effects of intelligence 

and chronological age were controlled. The results shovved that the 

range of correlations varied betv1een ~ .. 13 and . 24 with many correla

tions not significantly different fron'l zero.. The correlations between 

values and academic average varied between -. 13 and • i 8. Duffy ( 1940) 

points out that Rothney" s conclusions concerning the small practical 

utility of forecasting academic achicvemert from a value matrix is 

unjustified since the Rothney value revision falls seriously short of 
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attaining a respectable reliability. The reliabilities for the Rothney 

revision range fron1. . 00 for the social value to . 60 for the religious 

value with a n1.ean reliability of. 42. This is, indeed, far short of the 

A VL reliabilities se tables i and 

Schaefer 1936, reviewed in Duffy, 19,~0) discovered several significant 

correlations between the A VL and t:1e Arnerican Council on Education 

College Sophomore Test (A. C. E). The A. C. E. has the following seven 

sub- sections: Intelligence, Literature, Foreign Literature, Fine Arts, 

History, General Science and General Culture (N = 51 Reed College 

sophomores). Schaefer obtained the follovving significant correlations 

{see table '1) .. 

Table 4. 

1 .. a. Lit. F. Lit F. Arts His. G. sci. G .. Cul.. 
i 

theo. . 21 • 31 
eco. -. 47 -.37 -.28 -.37 -.42 
aes. . 58 • 48 • 47 • 37 .. 43 
soc .. 
pol. - .. 60 
rel.. 

Schaefer concluded ' scores on certain sections of the A. C. E. test can 

be predicted more accurately from certain "value' scores than from 

intelligence scores" (p. 443). 

In studying 108 Sarah Lawrence Colle;se fresh1nan, Duffy and Cris sy 

( 1940, see Duffy, p .. 601) generated a r.nultiple regression equation using 

the A VL scores as the independent variables and teachers" ratings of 

academic achievernent at the end of the freshr.nan year a.s the dependent 

variable. R.esults showed that the rnultiple regression equation yielded 

a correlation of • 34 between AVL scores and academic achieve1nent 

ratings. On the other hand, acadern.ic achievement had only • 29 correla ... 

tion with intelligence test scores (A. C. E.). It is also interesting to 

note that vrhen the effect of intelligence was partialled out of the A VL, 

the multiple correlation only desreased moderately to • 28. Duffy makes 

the point, vvhich can be confirmed by an examination of the value 

profiles at the 'better 11 colleges in the U .. S .. (see appendix 4), that 

academic achieven1.ent tends to vary as a positive function of the 

theoretical and aesthetic values and vary negatively as a function of 

economic and political values. 
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Niemiec ( i 970) found results sornevvhat congruent with the above findings 

although via an entirely different value estimation technique. Niemiec 

estimated the value hierarchies of superi{)r i 2th grade students through 

the use of structured intervievvs~ taped and written information obtained 

from counselors in contact with the students and the student::/ own 

'representative statements concerning the 4 values: materi al, 

recognition, social welfare and individual development. The results 

showed that all 3 n1.ethods gave reasonably reliable value hierarchies 

in v;hich individual development vvas r<J.ted higher than nJ.aterial values 

(p less than • 01). The results also showed that the criterion value 

hierarchies could be predicted as early as the 9th grade for 'highest 

and 'lowest' values (p less than . 01) and that the predictive accuracy 

increased with increases in the subject age. 

Gable (1970) conducted an interesting study on the value orientations of 

Business e:::~ecutives (as measured by the A VL) and their actual and 

perceived level of economic understanding (as meast'red by the Test of 

Econor.nic Understanding, published by Science Research Associates). 

Among other things, Gable was interested in discovering ·whether or not. 

there was any relationship between the dominant econimic value of 

businessrr1en and the actual level of econor.nic understanding. The 

results sho·wed that this relationship v1as not significantly different from. 

zero. The results did show that e::.::ecutived weigh theoretical, economiG~ 

and political values n1o:re heavily than aesthetic, social and religious 

values and that executives perceive their own aconomic understanding 

as being greater than that of their peers. All of the other value pattern§ 

for this group were quite congruent ¥lith the research literature (see 

appendic 5}. vVeick (1970) conducted a study concerning the personal 

values preferences (A VL) and their relationships to perception of 

organisational elements (The Ss -vvere staff members of the Arizona 

Cooperative EJdension Service) .. 

The organizational elements considered vvere grouped into five sets: 

legal, functional, structural, processe o and personneL The correla

tional analysis also considered the Ss s·ex, tenure, position in the 

organization, educational level, curriculum, orientation and youth 

background. The distribution of Ss according to their highest values 

differed sienificantly from change: 27 % economic, 14 % theoretical, 

15 %political, 7 % aesthetic, 0 % sociaL Weick found significant 
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relationships bet-ween sex and aesthetic, political and social values, 

between level of degree, curriculum orientation and theoretical values 

and betvveen tenure and high political values. High aesthetic values 

were found to be significantly associated with perception of the legal 

set, concerning sources and am.ount of influence on the organization .. 

The perceptions of 20 of the LJ:2 orsanisational it ns were sienificantly 

associated vvith high value orientations.. Unfortuneately, vV .... ck vvas not 

able to find any interpretable structure in the data and I do not have 

enough data here to make an attexnpt. 

In a reviev1 of research in this area, Duffy (1940) reports that there is 

strong evidence indicating that the A VL does, indeed, distinguish between 

different occupational groups and areas of concentration in college (see 

also the e:densive data in appendb;: 5) .. 

Harris (1934, in Duffy, 1940) found reliable differenc:es an1ong 

specialization at Lehigh University. These differences were all 

congruent v..rith the A VL hypothesis, vvith the exception of the relir;ious 

value, on which no reliable differences were found. Mean value scores 

vvere cornputed for the follwing faculties: Medicine, chernical engineering~ 

business, law·, teaching and engineering.. The medical, chemical 

engineering, and teaching students vrere highest in the theoretical valuer 

The law, business 1 and engineering students were highest in the political 

value. The engineering students vrere loV>1est in the aesthetic value 

while the lavr and medicine students v1e1·e lowest in the religious value. 

Schaefer (1936, see Duffy, 1940) found reliable and significant 

differences in value pairings for students at Reed College.. Students in 

psychology (N = 15) valued theoretical significantly more than economic, 

studento in literature and language valued aesthetic significantly more 

than econor.nic, students in history valued aesthetic significantly more 

than econornic, studm ts in the natural sciences valued theoretical signi 

ficantly rnore than political, students in political science and economics 

valued social signifikantly rnore than religious. 

Anderson ( i 938, see Duffy , i 940) used the A VL to ascertain the relative 

value preferences of a group of 26 Y .. Vl. C .. A. secretaries and found 

that the don!inant values were religiouo and social. 
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Duffy &: Cris sy ( 1940; see Duffy, 1 940) conducted a study relation 10 

scales of the Strong Vocational Interest Blank to the A VL (N = 108 

freshman at Sarah Lawrence Collez:;e, see table 5). 

Table 5. R0.lationship between _t;1.c Strong Vo:cational Interest Blank 

for vvomen and the A VL 

Occupations 

lawyer 
physician 
artist 
author 
nurse 
librarian 
housewife 
office worker 
secretary - stenog. 

values sho'.Nin.:::; 
positive rel2.tionships 

economic &: political 
theoretical 
aesthetic 
aesthetic 
social 
aesthetic 
social 
economic :l"t: political 
political 

(Revised and reproduced from Duffy, 1940 .. ) 

values shovving 
negative relationships 

aesthetic & social 

economic & social 
economic &: social 
aesthetic 
social 
theoretical 
aesthetic &: theoretical 
theoretical 

In a more receJ.lt study, Statman (1970) compared the value orientations 

of business students and social workers at determiners of their respect~ve 

resolutions of a xnoral dilemma. The moral dilemma constructed was 

the Kidney rnachine dilernma (KMD) in which the subject is presented 

with a case of tv;;o persons said to be suffering from a terminal kidney 

disease and in need of immediate treatment on the ~<:'! available kidney 

machine. The S must choose which of the two similar patients is to be 

saved on this rnachine. 

Six KMD case history conditions \¥ere created in such a w-ay that the 

industriousness and material succ~CDo of the patients were made to vary. 

The results shovved a relationship betv,reen Ss" A VL scores and their 

decisions in the I\:MD situation~ Business students systematically saved 

patients shovving the greatest ar.nount of rnaterial success and coming 

closest to the Protestant-ethic ideaL Social workers did not make a 

systematic choice among patients on the basis of their rr1aterial success~ 

but rather E'lade decisions in an effort to avoid the greatest family/ 

hardship .. 

Additional validation of the A VL in a slightly different area is provided 

in a study of the differential value and childrearing attitudes of Hippie 

and non-hippie parents (Blois, 1971 ). The AVL and the Parent Attitude 

Research Instruraent (PARI) were given to 196 experimental and 147 
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control Ss in diverse areas of the west coast. The results shov,red that 

Hippie Ss had siGnificantly higher values for aesthetic and social (p les~ 

than .. OOi and p less than. 01) than non-Hippie Ss 1 while Hippie Ss had 

significantly lo·wer theoretical (p less than . 05) and economic (p less 

than . 001) than non-Hippie adults. Sienificant differences between groups 

were also for 13 PSRI scales shov1inr.:; Hippies to have (1) more 

permissive child-rearing attitudes (b) fewer attitudes of parental 

guidance and protection (c) n1ore parent-child communication (d) more 

'progressive' definitions of family roles (e) greater parent warmth and 

affection and (f) rnore non-pathogenic child- rearing attitudes then non

Hippie Ss .. 

The only study known to the writer at this point which has failed to show 

significant differences between occupational, interest or area of 

specialization groups is that reported by Ford (1933, see Duffy, 1940). 

Ford gave the A VL to 465 college freshman and correlated their value 

configurations ·with their academic group memberships (Teachers 

College, colleee of commerce, college of liberal arts and a ''highly 

selected" teachers college group).. There were no significant relation

ships of any kind reported, even when takning account of differences in 

sex, intelligence, size of high school and religion. It is not possible to 

account for these very atypical results since only an abstract of the 

Ford study is available. 

The factor structure of the A VL and related tests ----------------------------------
The factor structure of the AVL is somewhat less than totally clear. 

Because of different factor extraction and rotation methods, different 

scoring methods and different itenJ. selection, comparisons from study 

to study becorne somewhat proble:rnatical. In any case, vre ·will review 

4 major studies in the area. 

Lurie (1935} developed a value inventory of 144 iten1.s based upon 

Spranger/ s theoretical system. The test v,ras adnlinistered to 203 

freshman and sophomores at the University of Chicago. The test was 

scored in such away as to: (1) give an absolute score in each value 

independent of the scores on the other values (see comments on the 

scoring artifacts in the A VL, p. 6). (2) as to give 4 measures: interest~, 

ideals, preferences in people and beliefs, corresponding to each of 

Spranger" s 6 types of each S. 
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The tetrachoric correlation matrix "'Vilas factored by Thurstone' s 

centroid method.. The orthogonal coordinates were then transformed 

to a set of oblique, seven dimensional coordinates. The oblique matrix 

gave 4 rnajor factors and 3 minor factors. 

The 4 major types were: 

I The social type, which er.nphasi~es the value of human relations 

II The philistine type, which ern_phasizes utility and pov.,rer at the 

expense of beauty and harmony 

III The theoretical type, emphasizing truth and cognitive values 

IV The relieious type, emphasine the spiritual aspects of life .. 

The 3 minor factors were: 

V open-rnindedness-intel'est in theoretical and social values. 

VI practicality-interest in economic, political and social values. 

VII aesthetic-interest in people as spectators rather than as 

participants. 

Lurie concluded by stating "It is believed by the writer that a more 

plausible and self- consitent systern of personality classification can be 

founded on the four types derived by factor analysis than on the six 

sypes which Spranger developed by intuitive analysis of experience". 

(P. 32.} 

Among the criticisms that can be aJ.J.d have been directed against the 

Lurie study are these: 

(<.~.) a lack of consistency in the choice of items for certain categories 

(Duffy, i 940, p. 60 5). 

(b) a less than completely satisfying scoring system (Duffy, 1940, 

Sciortino, 1970). Duffy takes pains to criticise the Lurie scoring 

system on the grounds that: 

{1) The absolute scoring method is susceptible to what amounts to 

social desirable response set and 're::.drerne response style 11 bias .. 

(2) The relative scoring systenJ. used in the original (and present) 

AVL may actually be superior to the absolute scoring method because 

it forces S to choose among \~alues, which is a situation often occuring 

in real life situations. 
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Arnong the virtues of the Lurie study I would undoubtably include his 

decision to use an oblique transforrnation to simple structure, a decision 

which has, unfortunately, not been followed in sub sequent factor studies 

reported here. Vve should perhaps~ be reminded of Cattell" s comments 

on the notion of orthogonality and sin1ple structure. 

"It needs to be s:aid clea1·ly at this point despite the fond theories 
on vrhich the hopes of orthogonal rotators are invested ... that 
orthoginality and simple structure are contradictions. Only in 
very rare cases do factors happen to be orthogonal (theoretically 
they are never perfectly so)o Hence the pursuit of maximum 

" sin1ple structure vvith the restriction to orthogonality is an im
possible goal, a worshipping oftvvo Gods, and must end in some 
odd cornprornise p. 186., 

We should have this comment in rnind as we consider the subsequent 

factor studies in this area. 

Duffy & C ri s sy ( 1940) used an o rtho eonal extraction and rotation of the 

A VL frorn. v1hich 3 factors were generated~ The 3 factors ·were 

labelled: 

I Philistine - or interest in business 

II Social - interest in people 

III The,oretical - interest in science 

The aesthetic value loaded negatively on philistine and positively on 

theoreticaL The religious value loaded negatively on philistine and 

negatively on theoreticaL The econornic and political values were 

highly correlated and jointly cornposed the philistine factor. There is 

severe doubt in the writer" s mind that "simple structure ' \vas achieved 

in this study. 

Ferguson et al. ( 1941) studied the comparability of the Strong Vocational 

Interest Blank an.d the AVL (1.931. edition)~ Both inventories were given 

to 93 male under3raduates. The intercorrelations of the tests were 

factored by use of Thurstone/ s centroid m.ethod6 One of the resultant 

factors v1as totally defined by the Strong Vocational Interest Blank. Of 

the remaining 4 factors, two v1ere rnixed (rn) being defined by both the 

Strong and the AVL. This feature alone makes it difficult to compare 

this factor structure with that frorn other studies~ The factors were: 

I Aesthetic (rn} & theoretical at one end, economic at the other. 

II Theoretical at one end and political at the other (M, bipolar). 

III Religious and social at one end and aesthetic at the other (A VL, 

bipolar) 

IV Political at one end and econornic at the other (AVL~ bipolar) .. 
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Sciortino (1970) factor analyized the AVL (1960 edition) to w·hat he 

described as "a set of orthogonal and psychologically rn.eaningful factor 11 

Of course, that these two criteria are somewhat in contradiction with 

each other is not considered to be unrelated to the 'peculiar" nature of 

Sciortino s final factor structure. Sciortino specifically employed a 

principal cornponents extraction using a varimax rotation to sirnple 

structlure. It was hoped by Sciortino that use of' the varimax procedure 

would stabalize the factor invariance specifically concerned with the 

theoretical and social values. The sarnple consisted of 102 rnale and 48 

female (N ::: 150).. The first thing of particular interest is the nature of 

Sciortino/s correlation matrix in cornparison with Allport et al ... /s 

correlation rnatrix (see p. 5 and table 6). 

Table 6 .. Matri:~ of correlations and varimax factors for scores in 

t~e A VL (N ::: 15 0} 

Variables Inte reo r relations 
4 

1. theoretical -10 -96 07 94 
2. econon1.ic -01 -76 -07 -42 75 
3. aesthetic -11 -56' 91 -05 -01 84 
4. social -49' -19 -21 -26 65 54 78 
5. political -07 25' ... zs, -36' -12 12 -88 &0 
6. religious -29' -48 ... 04 16 -38' 29 29 60 s,~ 

latent roots 1.59i_LJ:5 1. 60 4 .. Q4 
o/o of h 2 total 34 31 35 

' :::: • 05 reproduced from Sciortino, 1970) .. p 

It should be noticed that the Sciortino correlation matrix has many more 

and stronger correlations among values than is evident in the Allport 

et aL matrix. Particularly intresting are the correlations betvveen the 

theoretical- social, theoretical- relizious, aesthetic- social, aesthetic

political, and social- political values vvhich are not at all so strongly 

interrelated in the Allport et al.. matrix. vVhat is even more interesting 

is that Sciortino io.hirnself n.ware that the values are ar:tifn.ctually inter.

cor.related as a result of the scoring systen1. alone, tending to produce 

a negative intercorrelation matrix in both the Allport et al. and the 

Sciortino 1natrb~es. Despite this, Sciortino makes not the least mentio:q 

of the introduction of any correction factor in dealing with these correla-. 

tions in an effort to separate true value co-variance from artifactual 

covariance. 
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There is yet another point to be conoidered in regarding the Sciortino 

study. Exarnination of the Allport el al. correlation rnatrix (p. 5) 

reveals that there are considerable differences in the nature of the 

correlations betv1een males and fe1nales, and that it would be 1 perhaps, 

better to consider these two matrixes separately. Sciortino, on the 

other hand, rnakes no mention of any possible difference between males 

and females and sirn.ply proceeds to cornbine the data and factor the 

intercorrelation rnatrix as if> in fact, there were no differences. This 

seems sornewhat less than desirableo 

·with these precautions in mind, let us consider Scirotino s factors. 

Factor A seems to be an aesthetic factor. Factor B seems to be a 

social factor and C a religious factor.. Of course, whether we (i} think 

it is best, in this case, to designate these factors by their higheot 

positive loadings or simply by their highest loadings. (2) Are satisfied 

that simple structure has been achieved and ( 3} are convinced that the 

combining of male and fen'lale sar:nples was an aid to factor clarity, are 

debateble points w·hich I still not spend time to discuss here. 

In any case, I believe it is fair to say that the factorial nature of values 

in general and the A VL values in particular, is far fro1n clear and could 

stand more research (se summary of factor studies in table 7). 
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Studies 

Lurie 
1937 

Ferguson 
1941 

Duffy & 
Crissy 
1940 

Sciortino 
1970 
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Sumutary table of the four factor studies using the AVL and 

related scales 

:Nurnber of Nature of Extraction Final 
rnajor factors &t rotation solution N= 

4 1. social centroid oblique 203 
2. philistine lVItF 

povver gt utility 
- aesthetic) 

3. theoretical 
4. relieiov.s 

4: 1. aesthetic & centroid orthogonal 93 
theoretical M 
econo1nic 
2. theoretical vs .. 
political 
3. religious & 
social vs. 
aethetic 
4. political vs .. 
economic 

3 1. philistine centroid orthogonal 1 0 8 
( econon"lic & F 
political' vs. 
relie:ious &: 
n.e othotic 
2. social vs. 
theoretical 
3. theoretical vs. 
religious :lt 
political 

3 1., aesthetic vs. principal varimax 150 
econon1ic components M+F 
2. social vs. orthogonal 
theoretical 
3. relir;ious & 

• 1 
SOCla.~. VSo 

political 
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III. OCCUPATIONS AND VALUES 

In this section vve shall spend son1e tirn.e discus sing the relationship 

between values, conceived outside ot the AVL framework, and occupa

tional interests and goals. 

As the frarne of reference and orientation for section two vvas the 

theoretical for1nulations of Eduard Spranzer, so shall the frarne of 

reference in a discussion of occupational interests and values be the 

theoretical forr.o.ulation of J. L. I-Iolland. 

A. Holland/dtheoretical formulations 

It is not difficult, as we shall see, to discern the influence of Eduard 

Spranger in Holland" s typology. But according to Holland" s ovvn reckoning, 

one must also pay some attention to Adler, Fromrr1, Jung, Sheldon and 

most eGpecially to the factor analytic v1ork of Guilford (see Holland, 

p .. 10 for specific references). 

Sharing the conceptual frarnework of alr.nost 0ll post-freudian psycholo

gists interested in the morass of hurnc..n behavior·, the lynchpin in 

Holland/ s theory of vocational interest is that these interests can be 

conceived of 3.8 expressing distinctive and stable features of personality~ 

This assun1.ption is, by this time, such a commonplace that it is almost 

difficult to rern0mber. Nonetheless, Holland" s theory of vocational 

choice becomes at once both a theory of vocational choice per se and a 

theory of personality. 

The major outlines of the theory can be summarized by four rather 

broad as sun1ptions: 

( 1) that people can be categorized as belonging to one of six types -

realistic, intellectual, social, conventional, enterprising and artistic. 

The superficial sirnilarity between this and the Spranger typology is 

striking, but on closer exarnination >:Je shall see several irnportant 

differences.. Each type is conceived of as a theoretical nJ.odel, an 

interaction of hereditary, cultural, and personal forces, against which 

any given individual can be measured. Each type, resulting from all 

of these forces, can be conceived of as a qualitatively distinct coping 

mechanism, a con1plex set of a responses arising out of any set of C. 
1 

predi spo sine; conditions. 
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(2) There are six distinct kinds of environments: realistic, intellectual, 

social, conventional, enterprising and artistic. Each of these environ

ments is produced and dominated by a given personality type and each 

environnJ.ent is characterized by phyoical settings posing special 

problems and stresses4 As an ezample, intellectual environments are 

conceived of as p:redominated by intellectual people, therefore each 

environment can be classified according to the predominate personality 

type corn.posing it .. 

( 3) People search for environrDents nnd vocations that v1ill perrnit th~m 

to exercise their skills and abilities$ to express their attitudes and 

values, to take on agreeable problems and rolesJ and to avoid disagreea,.ble 

ones. As a consequence, it can be seem tba t social types will seek out 

social enviromJ.l.ents, etc. 

(4) An individual/ s behavior can be predicted from knowledge of his 

personality type and his environment .. 

Aside frorn the personality typology itself, this theory seerns so generalf 

almost~ sirnple-rninded, as to appe:t .. r practically useless in the predictiQP. 

of the behavior of any one person or even any group of people.. A.s we 

shall soon see, however, this first impression is unfounded. 

B. Description of the ty~ 

Realistic .... The realistic type is rnasculine, physically strong, unsocialble, 

aggressive, has sood motor coordination and skill, lacks verbal and 

interpersonal sldlls, prefers concrete to abstract problems, conceives 

of himself as being agressive and rnaoculine and as having conventional 

political and social views~ The goals and values of the realistic type 

can be d.cscribed as: prefering conventional values, pn.rticularly 

economic values and holds aesthetic values of particularly little im

portance. 

Empirical Definition. The realistic person prefers, is training for, or , 

works at such occupations as the foll~vvin3: 



rnaster plumber 
photographer 
n'lachiniots 
hunter-trapper 
power station operato:1~ 
aviator 
construction inspector 
ar1r1y officer 
surveyor 
tool designe:r 
fish and V!ildlife specialist 
truck driver 
automobile rn.echanic 
forest t<J.nger 
power shovel operator 

·weather observer 
radio operator 
electronic technician 
electrician 
house painter 
crane operator 
photoengraver 
locon1.otive engineer 
t:;::'ee surgeon 
c::n·pente:t' 
filling station attendent 
:i.>anch hand (cowboy) 
d~ca.ft srnan 
ai ;_~plane rnechanic 

Intellectual - This person is task oTiented, intraceptive~ asocial, 

2i. 

prefers to think through rather t11an act out problerns, needs to understand, 

enjoys arHbigous vvork tasks, has unconventional values and attitudes. 

The goals and values of this type are primarily theoretical and 

secondarily aesthetic. 

Empirical Definition. The intellectual person prefers, is training for or 

works in such occupations as the following: 

physicist 
surgeon 
scientific research \ovorker 
botanist 
experimental psychologist 
inteplanetary scientist 
astronomer 
aeronautical design engineer 
anthropologist 
zoologist 
atomic scientist 
chentist 
independent research scientist 
mathematician 

writer of scientific or technical 
articles 

editor of scientific journal 
geologist 
veterianian 
architect 
scientific authority 
a:rcheologi st 
science~fiction-vvriter 
:cnetco rolo gist 
biologist 
scientific theorist 
ecperin'lental laboratory 

engineer 

Social - The social type is social, responsible, feminine, humanitaria!f, 

religious, needs attention! has verbal skills &J.d interpersonal skills_ 

avoids intellectual problem solving, physical activity and highly ordered 

activities, prefers to solve r:t.:oblen'ls tlu·ough feelings and interpersonal 

manipulations of others. The goals and values are social and religious. 

Empirical Definition~ The social person prefers, is training for or 

works at such occupations as the following: 



world peace organizer 
psychiatric case worker 
personal counselor 
assistent city school 

superintendent 
conciliator 
judge 
psychiatrist 
juvenile delinquency expert 
high school teacher 
foreign missionary 
employn1.ent interviewer 
boy scout official 
social science teacher 

elementary school teacher 
Y1,ACA secretary 
truant officer 
clinical psychologist 
playground director 
school principal 
physical education teacher 
rnarriage counselor 
speech therapist 
director of v.relfare aeanecy 
pediatrician 
public relations man 
social worker 
vocational counselor 
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Conventional - This type prefers structured verbal and nurnerical 

activities and subordinate roles, in conforming and extraceptive, avoids 

interpersonal situations and problenuJ involving interpersonal relation

ships and physical skills, is effective at well-structured tasks, identifies 

with pov;er. 

The goals and values are econorllic, material.. These people have low 

aesthetic and relisious values. 

Empirical Definition.. The conventional person prefers~ is training for, 

or works t such occupations as the follov;ing: 

bank teller 
court stenographer 
Il.\AB equipment operator 
tax expert 
cashier 
administrative secretary 
statistician 
payroll clerk 
real-estate appraiser 
post office clerk 
financial analyst 
inventory controller 
traffic mnnager 
credit investieator 

efficiency expert 
insurance clerk 
budget reviewer 
qulaity control expert 
bookkeeper 
certified public accountant 
records supervisor 
cost estimator 
shipping and receiving clerk 
banker 
office manager 
adrn.ini strati ve assistant 
chief clerk 
bani~ examiner 

EnterprisinG - This type has verbal skills for selling, dominating~ 

lending, conceives of hirnself as a strong, masculine leader, avoids 

well-defined laneuage or work situations requiring long periods of 

intellectual effort, is extraceptive, differs from. the conventional type 

in that he prefers ambi~ous social taskss is orally aggressive. The 

values and goals of the type are strongly political and economic as 

opposed to theoretical and aesthetic .. 
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Empirical Definitions. The enterprising person prefers, is training 

for work at such occupations as the follov.,ring: 

car salesrn.an 
personnel :rnanage r 
liqour salesr.nan 
congressional lobbyist 
buyer 
manufactuer" s representative 
amusen1en:i:: pa:rk manager 
real-estate salesrn.an 
sales manager 
traveling salesn1.an 
auctioneer 
master of cerernonies 
politician 
hotel manager 
insurance manager 

restaurant manager 
president of manufacturing 

con1.pany 
business executive 
television p:roducer 
industrial relations r.nan 
business promotor 
speculator 
life insurance salesn1.an 
route salesman 
radio program director 
stock and bond manager 
travel consultant 
sports promotor 

Artistic .., This type is asocial, avoids problems that are highly 

structured or require gross physical skills, resembles the intellectual 

type in being intraceptive and asocial, but differs from that type in that 

he has a need for individualistic e::::::pression 1 he has less ego strength, 

is more fenlinine, and suffers rnore frequently from emotional 

disturbances, prefers dealing with environrnental problerns through 

self-expression in artistic media. The values are highly aesthetic and 

negatively political and economic. 

Empirical Definitiono The artistic person prefers, is training for or 

works at such occupations as the follo\.ving: 

furniture designer 
translator 
humorist 
art critic 
stage designer 
poet 
:uovelist 
symphony conducter 
dance band leader 
commercial artist 
actor 
free-lance vrriter 
portrait artist 

mucial arranger 
art dealer 
window decorator 
newspaper reporter 
sculptor 
interior decorator 
n'lusic critic 
clothing designer 
cor.~.1.po ser 
stage director 
playwright 
cartoonist 
concert singer 

Besides being classified as a member of one of any of the six types, 

Holland also rnakes provision for classifying people with respect to their 

first and second greatest type rese:L-nblance.. So, for instance, a hotel 

manager might have a prirnary type of enterprising and a secondary typf;:! 

of sociaL I-Iolland has consequently developed a convenient coding system 

for such an individual (see table G). 
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Empirical Definitions. The enterprising person prefers, is training 

for work at such occupations as the follov;ingz 

car oalesrn.an 
personnel 1nanager 
liqour salesrnan 
congressional lobbyist 
buyer 
rnanufac·~ue:::./ s represeatative 
amusenlen\~ park ma.n2.ger 
real~estate salesrnan 
saleo mar.,.aeer 
tra VGling sale srnan 
auctionee1· 
master of rerernonieo 
politician 
hotel manager 
insurance managE:r 

restaurant manager 
president of r.{lanufacturing 

company 
business executive 
television producer 
industrial relations r.nan 
business pror.notor 
speculator 
life insurance sale sn1.an 
route salesman 
radio prog1·arn director 
ctock and bond manager 
travel consultant 
sports promotor 

Artistis - This type is asocial, avoids problems that are highly 

structured or require gross physical skills~ resembles the intellectual 

type in being intraceptive and asocial, but differs from that type in that 

he has a need for individualistic expre:Jsion, he has less ego strength, 

is more fen"linine, and suffers more frequently from emotional 

disturbances, prefers dealing v;ith environr.nental problerns through 

self-expression in artistic media. The values are highly aesthetic and 

negatively political and economic. 

Empirical Definition., The artistic person prefers, is training for or 

works at sucb. occupations as the follovvingz 

furniture d0.signer 
translator 
humorist 
art critic 
stage de oicner 
poet 
novelist 
symphony conducter 
dance bru.1d leader 
con1mercial artiot 
actor 
free-lance ·writer 
portrait artist 

mucial arranger 
art dealer 
'l;rindo'N decorator 
nevvspaper reporter 
sculptor 
interior decorator 
n1.usic critic 
c] othing designer 
cOEl.poser 
st·age director 
playvvright 
cartoonist 
concert singer 

Besides being classified as a mernber of one of any of the six types, 

Holland also rnakes provision for classifying people with respect to their 

first and second greatest type resernblance. So, for instance, a hotel 

manager rDight have a primary type of enterprising and a secondary typ~ 

of social. I--Iolland has consequently developed a convenient coding system 

for such an individual (see table G). 



Table 8 

Subject 

A 
B 
c 

The coding of interest inventory scales for the study of 

types and subtypes 

Type v.nd scales names 

real. int. soc. conv. ent. art .. 
Types & scale nurn.bers 

i 2 3 <1 5 6 Code 

10 20 70 60 90 50 53 
80 90 20 30 40 10 21 
10 40 50 35 40 85 63 

(Frorn Holland, 1966, p. 41.) 

Of course, there is nothing preventing us from extending this coding 

system into all six dimensions in their order of magnitude. A latent 

class analysis in 6 dimensions would seern ideally suited to this purpose 

(specifically, a latent analysis). VIe should take note of the fact that 

all of the values ascribed to Holland/ s verious personality types are th~ 

same values found in Spranger" s typology, even though the personality 

typologies are somewhat different.. As far as we are concerned, being 

primarily interested in values an.d not personality theory~ we are 

essentially in the sa1ne universe (Spranger system). This is, of course, 

built on the assur.nption that Holland means the same thing with the worda 

theoretical 1 artistic, social, etc. as Spranger and Allport et e.l. mean 

with the sarn.e words. As far as I have been able to detect there is no 

major difference in how these concepts are defined. Nonetheless, we 

must still be aware of the danger that even if the values, traits, etc. 

are similarly defined in the tv,ro instruments, they might not alw<1ys be 

measuring the sarne thing~ As a case in point, we shall examine a 

correlational conJ.parison of the AVL (1951) with the Kuder Preference 

Record. In this study Is cor&: Lucier ( 195 cornpared both scales on a 

population of 90 n1.ales frorn the University of Texas. VT e have abridged 

the author" s table somewhat to brine our point into sharper relief 

(see table 9). 

Table 9. 

AVL 

theoretical 
r '= 87) 

social 

Correlations between scores of the Kuder Preference record 

and scores of the A VL for social and theoretical interests. 

F~IDER 
(r '= • 85) theoretical social (r'=. 86) 

• 20 

. 10 
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(abridged from Iscoe & Lucier, 1 S53, r '= reliabilities.) 

C. Research results ¥rithin Holland" s fraxnework 

Besides Holland s own ernpirical sEp:port for the theory, Vlhich vve are 

not reportine; in any detail, vve shall exarnine two subsequent validation 

studies. 

Folsorn 1969) used a sample of 1. 003 students at the university of 

Maine (~A= 55L1, F ::::: to study the student" self~descriptions as 

derived from parts 2~7 of the College Students Questionnaire {CSQ) as 

correlated vvith Holland" s personality types. The CSQ, part I, contains 

a list of 69 possible college majorso Ss were instructed to select the 

college n1ajor they are planning to pursue using Holland" s criterion list 

of fields of study (Holland, 1966, p~ 122 Three judges independently 

categorized these 69 college n1ajors into 6 personality classifications 

proposted by I-Iolland, The Ss were then given the remaining seven 

sections of the CSQ. Furtherrnore, with the expection of Holland" s 

description ot the f.'.nterprising type, the Ss" self-descriptions are 

generally consistent \JVith I-Iolland" s theory see table 1 0). 

Willian1.s j. 972) investigated the validity of Holland" s theory of vocational, 

choice, value preferences and peTsonhli-1y on a sarr.~.ple of 145 male 

graduate students at the university of North Dakota. The Ss were 

selected fror.n 18 different graduate departments and these vocational 

choices were classified into one of the six Holland types, rnatched 

against their scores on the~ 

1. Holland vocational preference inventory 

2. A VL {19 60 edition) 

3. The Iv.I:iller Occupational values indicator 

4·.. The Cattell and Eber Sixteen Personality Factor Questionnaire. 

In each case the Holland typografy vvao the criterion set to be 

discriminated and predicted on the basis of scores on the other 3 tests. 

Results shovved, sornev;hat in suppor·i.: of the Folsom findings ( 1969), 

that the enterprising and realistic types v1ere the least vvell discrimi

nated types \vhile the intellectual and conventional types were the rnost 

well discriminated. The results also showed that scores on all 4 

tests were significantly related to vocational choice. 
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Table 10. Comparisons of the six personality types on the College 

Student Questionnaire ( CSQ) scales showing significant 

F Ratios and Duncan Teat results 

CSQ Duncan test F ratios 

MALE 
LIBERALISM intell. enter. conv. reaL 

2 40 24 .. 09 2 .. 670' 

cultural 
sophistication enter. in tell. real. conv. 

20.77 i 6 .. 903"';t 

female peer 
independence art. conv. in telL soc. enter. reaL 

22.08 2 .. 270" 

cultural 
sophistication enter. art .. in tell.. soc. conv. real. 

24. 16 22.85 22.31 21.68 20.87 20,76 3 .. 0681'1 

MALES & FEMALES 
motivation for 
grades art. soc. in telL enter. real. conv. 

28.08 27 ~57 27.21 27.06 26.14 25.48 4 .. 425"'! 

family 
independence real. in tell. conv. enter. art. soc. 

22.12 22.04 22,00 21.41 20.97 20 .. 51 4, 501/11, 

peer 
independence art. in tell. reaL conv .. enter. soc. 

24.32 24.08 23.99 24.04 23 .. 24 23 .. 10 2. 866' 
-~---

liberalisrn art~ enter. intell. soc. conv. real. 
26.30 25 .. 86 25.85 25.68 24.82 24.35 6. 124""'' 

soeial 
conscience soc. art. enter. in tell. real. conv. 

2.9" 42. 28.89 28.55 27 .. 67 26.68 25.31 13.186'u 

cultural 
sophistication art. soc,. in tell. real. conv. 

22 21.60 20.84 19.02 18. 81 17.812'"~' 

Note - Underlined means are not significantly different, nonunderlined 
means differ significantly at the • 05 level. Table taken from Folsom, 
1969 .. 
/ less than • 05 p 
/'I' less than • 01 p 
1'1'1' p less than • 001 
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There has, in eeneral, been good asreernent that values, as measured 

by different instruments from different frames of reference, do share a 

significant relationship to occupational choice.. (See Humbert, 1966; 

Normile, 1967; Pallone, Rickard & Hurl~y, 1970; Belluci, 1970; 

Anderson&: Bosworth, 1970: Shipr.o.an, 1970; England & Koicke, 1970.) 

Unfortmately, the nature of these occupation motivating values vary 

substantially frorn theoretical systern to theoretical system .. 

An examle of some of these values, vvhich are not shared by the 

Spranger-Allport et aL -Holland systen1 are: 

1.. Job stability, job enjoyment (Anderson & Bosworth1 i 970) .. 

2.. Self-meaning, creativity, prestige, association and independence 

(Pallone, Rickard & Hurley, 1970). 

3. Accor.o.plishment, freedom, un.reotriction, cleanliness, authority, 

rights, obligations (Humber, 1966). 

4.. Leadership (Belluci, 1970) .. 

What these values share in common with each other and with the values 

in the Spranger-Helland systetn., is, otill a substantial mystery despite 

some of the factor analytic work outside of the Spranger-Helland system 

(to be reported below). 

D. Factor analytic studies of vocational choice and value preferences 

outside of the Spranger-Bolland system 

Astin (1958) selected 21 items assur.o.ed to cover the following three 

areas of v1ork satisfaction: 

1. monetary &-c prestige rewards 

2.. intrinsic satisfactions 

3. concomitant satisfactions (frorn the physical and social working 

environment). 

The items were administered to 355 nJ.ale college freshman at the 

University of Maryland. The matrix of intercorrelations between the 

scale scores o£ the items were cluster analyized and 4 clusters were 

derived, 3 of which were interpreted. The clusters and their highly 

loaded items v1ere: 
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a) ManC!£erial-aggressive 

i. control other ernployees 

2. influence~ persuading others 

3. working under stress 

4.:. takinc; orders (negative) 

5. expressing personal ideas and feelings 

6. keeping very busy 

7. frequent change of duties 

b) Status -need 

1. high salary with uinteresting -vvork 

2. high salary ·with uncertain success 

3.. recognition by others with uninteresting work 

4. freque:rrt travel 

5. living in a large city 

c) Organization-need 

1. mn.ldng verifiable judgements 

2.. attention to accuracy 

3. v:1orking at a set time schedule 

4. having co-workers with sirnilar interests 

5.. working closely with others 

6. keeping very busy 

The intercorrelations among the clusters were essentially zero .. 

This study is interesting for a nurn.ber of reasons.. Firstly using just a 

little imae;ination, it is not too difficult to see a certain correspondence 

between these clusters and the political, economic and conventional typ~f3 

in the Spranger-I!olland typologies. On the other hand, it is also clear 

that these 3 factors or clusters do not exhaust occupational motivation 

space. These 3 "factors 11
, it seern.s to me, fall far short of being able 

to account for all of the motivations or values going into the occupationa~ 

choice of 11peopl e in general". 

In this case, the study v1as really interested in validating a theoretical 

viewpoint (Ginsberg" s) and not in accounting for all of the various of 

occupational choice. Nonetheless~ it is just this complete variance that 

we are really interested in. The best vvay to achieve factor invariance, 

of course, is to cover the complete variance space of any behavior. As 

far as I know (given my relatively limited reading in the area) no one ha~ 
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attempted to first establish 11hov1 rnuch' of the variance of occupational 

choice can be reliably accounted for by values, regardless of theoretical 

system. This could be easily accomplished via a r.nultiple regression 

model. At that point where vife have accounted for a reasonably high 

percentage of the variance of occupational choice we could then factor 

this systern of independent predictor variables with a chance of thereby 

achieving 1TI1}ch greater factor invariance and identifiability than has 

been achieved thus far. This lacl:.: io a weakness of value factor studies 

in general, not just of the Astin analysis.. But let us go on. 

Bendig gt Stillrn.an (1958), in a study of job incentives among college 

students (N = 100, U. of Pittsbur3h), deliberately selected 8 "job 

incentives!! they assumed to underlie the hypothesized dirHensions of 

'need achievement" and 1fear of failure". The 8 job incentives were 

rank ordered dichotomized and correlated (tetrachoric coefficients). 

As with the A VL, the correlation rnatrix of the rank ordered items 

tended to be negative, resulting in, an'1.ong other thine;s, bi-polar factors, 

The authors also used a centroid extraction with orthogonal rotation to 

"simple structurc 11
• ThJ;ee factors vrere obtained accounting for 56 % 

of the com1non variance. The factors and the incentives are reported in 

table 1 i. 

Table ii. ~/lean ranks (N = 267) and factor loadings (N = 100) for 

~ight job incentives 

Incentives 

1. oppo rtuni ties to 
1 earn nev.r skills 

2. friendly fellow 
workers 

3. freedorn to assur.ne 
responsibility 

4. good job security 

5. good prospects for 
advancement 

6. full insurance 8t 
retirement benefits 

7. recognition from 
supervisor for initiative 

8. good salary 

percentage of total 
variance 

mean 
rank 

4.4 

4.8 

3.8 

3. 6 

3.4 

6.7 

3.4 

3.8 

"'{iaken from Bendig&: Stillman, 1958.) 

ROTATED FACTORS 

A B C 

-69' 

27 

-53 

32 

14 

64 

03 

20 

18 

15 

61 

44 

17 

-54 

00 

10 

-84 

20 

07 

07 

24 

84 

--59 

08 

-54 

21 

18 

50 

45 

53 

84 

66 

42 

30 

79 

56 
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The authors labelled A as 1 :r:1eed achievement vs. fear of failure1
', 

factor B as ' 1Interest in the job itself vn,. the job as an opportunity for 

acquiring status 1 
, factor C as 1 'Job autonomy of supervisor vs. 

supervisor dependency".. I personally found these factor interpretations 

highly questionable. L.leave it for the reader to decide. 

Crites (1961) conducted a slightly r...~ore comprehensive analysis by 

correlating and factor analyzing an 11-variable correlation matrix baseq 

upon 3 00 Ss ( 150 ::: M, 150 = F) from the University of Iowa. The 

variables and their subscales are: 

Hammond"s Occupation Attitude Rating ... OAR 

1. materialistic 

2. competitive 

3. technical 

4 .. humanitarian 

Astin/ s Work Satisfaction Questionnaire ... WSQ 

5. managerial-aggressive 

6. status-need 

7. organization-need 

8. working conditions 

Bendig & Stillr.n.an Job Incentive Rating - JIR 

9. achi.evement- need 

1 0.. intrinsic job interest 

11. job autonomy 

The intercorrelation matrix was factored according to the complete 

centroid method and the systern was rotated to orthogonal simple 

structure. The solution yielded 5 factors which Crites labelled: 

I 1
' 1naterial security vs. job freedo.nJ.' 1 

II npersonal status vs. social service" 

III 11 social approval" - unidentifi.e:l in previous work but seeming to 

refer to the recognition rewards of hard and diligent work in the 

initation and irnplementation of political and service programs throough 

aggressive and purposeful action. This factor has a distinctly 

"philanthropic11 tone .. 

IV 11 system1 
i ... the main characteristics of this dimension are "plan-

fulnes s~ order, detail, perfectionisl'n and impersonality. 
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V !l structure1 
- is characteri~ by a need for routine, duties, tasks 1 

in a well defined and structured environment. This factor is s-omewhat 

reminiscent of I-Iolland" s description of the conventional type.,. I say 

somewhat becau.se Holland describes the conventional type as having a 

high valuation of 1naterial wealth as a n1.ain feature, whereas thi o factor, 

''structure'' is rather indifferent to EJ.aterialism. 

On the whole, the correspondence betvveen there results and the ''t~·s' 

or factors in the Spranger-Hoiland system is rather skir.n.py and 

discouraging. 

Schultz & Mazer ( 1964) factored analyzed the responses of i 53 graduate 

students in guidance and counseling. Listing the reasons for their 

en·tering that profession, a likert type 1 60 item scale composed of these 

reasons (supplied by a pre-test sample, N = 3 0} was correlated with 

itself and factor analyzed using a principal components ~xtraction with 

a norn1alized varimax rotation to sitnple structure.. The results yielded 

18 factors which are li$ted with their respective proportions of commun.J:tlity 

(see table 12) .. 

Table 12. The Shultz & Mazer value factors 

FACTOR 

1.. status-prestige 
2. interpersonal-directive 
3. altruism- social service 
4. global appeal.-human behavior 
5. avoidance-personal threat 
6. avoidance-business world 
7. research 
8. instrumental utility 
9. global appeal working conditions 

1 0 .. avoidance-physical labor 
11. listen & learn 
12. a voidance- cornpetition 
13. externsion of personal influence 
14. attaining acceptance & support 
i 5. global appeal-interesting work 
16. opportunity for creativity 
17. school- related incentives 
18. avoidance-health threat 

o/o OF 

16 
4 

12 
5 
5 
5 
4 
5:. 
5 
6 
5 
4 
5 
5 
4 
4 
3 
4 
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It can be seen fro1n inspection that the r.najor factors involved here are 

:1. status-prestige, whieh we have encountered before and 3 .. altruism

social service, which we also have seen before in both the AVL and the 

Holland inventories. It is of cource, somewhat surprizing, in light of 

this particular san1.ple, that the social rnotivation does not account for an 

even larger proportion of the variance .. 

There are a fev1 interesting points here deserving of comrnent.. Firstly, 

how important are these remaining 16 :reasons (here accounting for 

72 o/o of the cor;unon variance) in determing vocational choice beyond the 

realm of counseling and guidance? Is the technique used here (to 

generate the 60 item scale) inherently better for exhausting the variance 

space of vocational choice? None of the questions can be answered just 

now but need further re~search to resolution .. 

E. Summary of factor studies and relationships to the Spranger and 

Holland mdd~ls 

If we accept the factor designationo at face value for a rninute, can we see 

anything approaching value stability in the factor studies? (see table 13) 

Table 13 .. 

Study 

Astin 
1958 

Bendig 
& Stillman 
1958 

Crites 
1961 

Schultz & 
Mazer 
1964 

Surnmary iof four factor studies, outside of the Spranger 

& B~o~land models, explaining occupational choice 

Main factors o/o of N Factor 
variance solution 

1 .. rnanagerial-aggressive 355 B- coefficient 
2. ntatus-need rnale Ss cluster 
3. organization-need analysis 

1 .. need- achievement 
vs. fear of failure 18 
2.Interest in the job 
vs. job as opportunity 100 centroid 
for status 20 M+F orthogonal 
3. job autonomy of rotation 
supervision vs. super-
visor dependency 18 

1 .. rn.aterial security 
vs. job freedom 
2. personal status vs. 150F 
social service 150M centroid 
3 .. social approval orthogonal 
4 .. system rotation 
5. structure 

i ~ status-prestige 16 
2. altruism- social service 12 153 principal 

graduate components 
students varimax 

rotation 
(- o/os not found in studies) 
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The motivation or value found in all of the studies is '' statuS 11
.. This term 

status seems to have at least two,, rnain components.. One component is 

the person" s relative position in a hierarchy and the other is associated 

with material rewards or salary.. _A_nother value or moti:r'.z<Jtiia:n relatively 

well established (Astin, Bendig & Stillrnan1 Crites) is the need for 

organizational structure and well established routine.. Interest in people 

as an occupational motivation has been established in two studies 

(Crites, Schultz & Ma.zer).. Although the factor studies establishing these 

values- motivations are far fro1r1 exhaustive and achieve nothing 

approaching factor invariance and stability, there are at least some 

rather tentative points of contact between the Spranger-Bolland value 

system and the results in occupational rn.otivations. Both systems 

established materialistic ( econon1.ic) 1 status (political), human contact, 

(social), as reasonably well established value components.. That all of 

the expensive analysis has hardly established anything that a few minutes 

of com1non- sense could not have come up with is painfully clear. 

Furthern1.ore, the analyses have not been conducted in such a way as to 

make their conclusions irrefutable~ to say the least. The factor analytic 

value landscape is still quite hazy, there are a few rough land~k•. here 

and there but no detail, no specification .. 

That a great deal more work needs to be done here hardly needs to be 

uttered .. 
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IV: ROI-<EACH/S VALUE SURVEY AND VALIDATING STUDIES 

Rokeach is a relative newcomer to the study of values and behavior, 

having con1.e frorD intensive work in the field of political psychology 

and attitudes research. He is therefore apparently unaware of the 

rather active renea:rch that has been going on with values and 

occupational choice ove:r the last 30 yeo_rs or so.. That is to say that 

I have been unable to find a single reference or citation in Rokeach"' s 

papers referrine to the rather volunlinous value research, only a 

tiny fragment of 1Nhich ·we have been able to discuss in the preceding 

pages. But that naivite can also have positive effects. It can give a 

fresh perspective to the discussion, having escaped the punderous 

and mind boggling discussions of the past. 

This, indeed, seems to be what has happened, for since the short time 

Rokeach has been active in the otudy of values, he has already contributed 

an experirnentally novel approach which has not gone unnoticed. But we 

must, of course, be careful. Not everything which is novel is useful, 

not even if it cornes from Rokeach. To be more specific, not 

everything v7hich is new is more useful than that which is old. It may 

even be the case that that which is new· is less useful than that wich 

is old. 

Let us first reviev1 Rokeach/ s theoretical frame\vork. 

A. Theoretical framework 

Rokeach"' s singularly rnost novel contribution to the discussion of values 

has been his distinction bet·ween instrurnental and terminal values. 

This distinction is one between preferable modes of conduct and 

preferable end- states of existence. An instrumental value is defined 

as a single belief v.;hich .always takes the form: "I believe that such and 

such mode of conducts personally and socially preferable in all situa

tions wich respect to all objects 11
• A terminal value is defined as "I 

believe that such and such end- states of existence (equality, freedom) 

is personally worth striving for 1 
• (Rokeach, i 968) 
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Corresponding to these separate types of values are separate types of 

value systemst instrumental and ternlinal, which are organized into 

hierarchial structures and substructures.. Rokeach states "operationally 

speaking, the concept of value sy3teril or hierarchy suggests a rank

ordering of values along a continuu:r-.n of in1.portance ' (Rokeach, i 968, 

p. i 7). Vl e should keep in mind, ho~vlever, that a hierarchy and a 

continuum in one dimension (importC1nce) are far from being the same 

thing. Rokeach has operationalized his concept of value syster.o. by the 

use of a rank-ordering of values in one dimension. This is significa...n.tly 

different frorn his theoretical discussion of values hierarchy which 

implies xnore than one dimension see Cattell" s discussion of ramifying 

hierarchies, 1966, p. 214). One gets the distinct feeling that Rokeach 

is confusing the theoretical with the operational leveL 

Rokeach goes on to mention that value systems are essentially leaned 

organizations of rules for making choices and resolving conflicts between 

two or more desirable modes of behavior (instrumental systen1.) and two 

or more end-states (terminal syster.o.),. It is, of course, extremely 

difficult to see how such an "organization of rules" in one dinJ.ension 

would be of any use resolving a conflict between two or more, equally 

importance loaded values. Furtherrnore Rokeach n1.akes no distinction 

between ·what could be called manifest (or socially desirable values) and 

latent values (true values). It seer.ns alr.o.ost self-evident that such a 

distinction is quite necessary if vre are intrested in 1) predicting how a 

person will resolve a value conflict and 2) the connection betw·een values 

and long range heha vio r. 

Rokeach distinguishes between attitud.es and values by defining attitudes 

as an organization of beliefs about any object or situation predisposing 

one to act in any given manner. Therefore values are more basic than 

attitudes and terminal values are rr':.ore basic than instrurnental values. 

A person can possess thousands of attitudes towards specific objects or 

situations, perhaps several dozen instrurnental values and an even fewer 

number of terminal values. These attit~des and values are conceived 

of as forrninrz a value-attitude systen1 1 hierarchically organized with 

the terminal values at the top or as central components, instrumental 

values as the intermediate co1nponents and attitudes as the distal 

components. Furthermore, this oytem is "more or lessn consistent and 

dynamic. By dynamic is meant that a change in any part vvilllead to a 

change in the interconnected parts. The magnitude of the change is 
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conceived to be a positive function of the centrality of the component 

effected. This value-attitude syster.n and its changes are consicered to 

be, of course, determiners of behavioro 

Consistent ·with one of the prilna:ry fethishes in attitude change research 

in the contezt of the american ssocial strain dislocation 1 Rokeach seems 

primarily interested in behavior cha1.1. ge or behavior manipulation that 

can be brought about througD. deliberate changes on value-attitude 

systems, Sin'lply stated and in line vvith cognitive dissonance theory, 

Rokeach believes thc:~t inconsi stencie o or contradictions in the value

attitude systern, of \Vhich the individual is made aware, v;,rill result in 

a change or congruency shift in the systern and consequently to a change 

in behavior.. Using this technique, Rokeach and others hope to be able 

to alleviate sorne contemporary social problems in american society, 

specifically proble1ns stemming frorn racial prejudice. That this is a 

simple-n'linded and ahistorical approach to social engineering has been 

forcefully ar3ued in other places and v;,rill not be discussed here (see 

Brown, i 968). 

In his i 968 paper, Rokeach presents son1.e experimental evidence 

purportingly supporting his notion of value-attitude change (and assumedly 

behavior change) resulting from the bringing to awareness of an 

incongruence inS" s ranking of the values Freedom and Equality.. I will 

not discuss this in any detail, as 1nuch as I would like to, but merely 

state that I consider the conclusions of this study, supporing his value

attitude systen1. - behaviol"' change hypothesis, as being severely infirmed 

by at least 3 issues: 

i. The behavior changed vvas not "beh.avior' 1 in the real-word but 

behavior on a pencil and paper test, v1hich in this case, is probably 

severely affected by social desirability response set. This is a result 

of, among other things, Rokeach" s failure to distinguish betvveen 

manifest and latent values. 

2. There is not consideration of the situational effect of the laboratory 

setting don'linated by liberal authority figures etc, in the determination 

of the pencil and paper behavior 9 



3. There is not discussion, in consideration of the other real environ

mental field forces which are responsible for the discrepancy between 

the valuations of Freedom and Equality in the first place and the effect 

of these forces in restabilizing or reestablichir.g tho pre-experin1ental 

value structure (assuming that real value- structure was effected in the 

first place and not the manifest or socially desirable value structure) 

(see Rokeach, 1968). 

Unfortunately v1e cannot spend rnuch tirr1e on these issues here but 

instead will consider some validation studies using Rokeach Value 

Survey .. 

B. The Rokeach value survey in e:;~pcrimental research 

The scale is cornposed of i 8 instrumental and 18 terminal values 

(form D) w·hich Sis to rank-order according to their importance. Rokeach 

finds ( forn1 A~ 12 instrumental and 12 terminal values) that the rank

order of the terrninal value Salvation significantly distinguishes regular 

church goers fron1 irregular church-goers. Students ranking salvation 

first are fonnd to be in church attendence "ones a week or rnore' 1 but 

students vvho go to church once a n1.onth~ once a year or never rank 

Salvation last, on the average (Rokeach, 1968, p. 23). The relative 

ranking of terr.o.inal values Freedom and Equality are found to 

differentiate betv1een students ~.?ho are sympathetic to civil rights 

demonstrations and have participated, S s who are sympathetic to civil

rights demonstrations and have not participated and Ss who are not 

sympathetic to civil-rights demonGtrations (see tabel 14}. 

Table 14. 

Freedom 

Equality 

Composite rang-oder for freedom and equality and 

attitude toward civil- rights demonstrations 

Yes and have Yes: but have No, !.t.Ot 
participated not participated syrr1pathetic 

I>J=iO N::320 N=i14 

1 i 2 

3 6 11 

p 

.. 01 

• 001 

(Taken from Rokeach, 1968, p. 2L'L P obtained by Kruskal- Vvallis 
one-way analysis of variance.) 
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The value rankings of freedor.n and equality are also found to 

distinguish betvveen policeman, unerDployed Whites, unemployed 

Blacks and calvinist students in a rnidwestern city. (See table 15.) 

Table 15. 

FreedorD 

Equality 

Cornposite rank-order for freedom and equality 

for four samples 

50 141 28 75 
police1nen White Black calvinist 

unemployed unemployed students 

1 3 10 8 

12 9 1 9 

(Taken fro:rn Rokeach, 1968, p. ~~ 5. 

Rokeach rnakes a great deal of this difference, but I believe this 

difference to be somewhat misleading. That is to say that the word 

"equality!! in tocL::ty 1 s USA is a highly race loaded and sensitive term 

reflecting opposite sides of a major political struggle in the U .. S., as 

can be easily seen from table 15. 1Hhether this particular term would 

be discrir.ninating in other cultures, faced with other politiCal struggles 

is rather open. 

In a later otudy (Rokeach, 1970) found that when students were grouped 

by political loyalty to presidentical candidates: Kennedy, Johnson1 

McCarthy, Rockefeller, Nixon, Reagan and Wallace, significant 

differences arose on 8 of 18 terminal values and 6 of 18 instrurnental 

values. The values discriminating betvveen groups are presented on 

pages 39 and 40. 

The overall results indicated that these gro1ps were more sh1J.ilar than 

otherwise, or that these particular values failed to indicate significant 

differences betv1een groups depending on how you look at it. 

Feather (1970) teoted for significant differences in value rankings 

(Rokeach Value Survey, form E) arn.on.g 163 students at Flinders 

University, Australia. The first part of the study concerned differences 

in value rankin.gs as related to educational choice. The Ss were devided 

into 3 groups based upon their areas of specialization: 



Values discriminating between student groups with different political loyalties 

(from Rokeach study 1970) 

----------------------------------------------------------------~------------------------------------------------------------· -~--------~-----~----·-
Kennedy Johnson McCarthy Rockefeller Nixon Reag~n Wallace 

N= 273 

Med 

A comfortable life 8.1 

An exciting life 15.3 

A sense of accomp. 9.5 

A world at peace 3-4 

A world of beauty 14.2 

Equality 6.2 

Family security 

Freedom 

Happiness 

Inner harmony 

i1a ture love 

N~tional security 

1?lCS3Ure 

Salvation 

Self-respect 

4 .. 0 

5,.5 

7 .. 6 

10 .. 9 

1,3 .1 

9 .. 9 

14.6 

9.3 

7.7 

s-oc·ial recognition 13 .. 6 

True.friendship 9.9 

~,Jisdom 8.8 

Rnk 

7 

18 

10 

1 

16 

4 

2 

3 

5 

13 

14 

12 

17 

9 

6 

15 

11 

8 

22.1 

Med 

8 .. 5 

15.7 

9.3 

2.,7 

13 .. 6 

7*0 

3.8 

5e3 

7.3 

10.9 

13 .. 2 

8 .. 4 

14 .. 2 

8 .. 1 

7,.8 

14$3 

9.,8 

9 .. 6 

Rnk 

9 

18 

10 

1 

15 

4 

2 

3 

5 

13 

14 

8 

16 

1 

6 

17 

12 

11 

149 

Hed Rnk 

10.6 11 

15.0 17 

8.4 8 

3 .. 3 1 

13.2 15 

7.3 6 

3.9 2 

5.1 3 

8.0 7 

10 .. 0 10 

11.9 14 

11.1 13 

1.5.1 18 

10.7 12 

7,.2 5 

15.0 16 

9.4 9 

6.9 4 

129 

Med Rnk Med 

10.5 12 

14 .. 6 16 

7.8 6 

4 .. 1 2 

l2o5 14 

8 .. 6 9 

li.O 1 

5 .. 4 3 

8.4 8 

10 .. 1 11 

12.7 15 

9 .. 0 10 

14.8 18 

11 .. 3 13 

7.7 

14 .. 8 

8.,2 

7.,2 

5 

17 

7 

4 

9.5 

15.2 

8.6 

3 .. 7 

13.5 

9 .. 8 

3.6 

6 .. 4 

7.7 

10.4 

12 .. 0 

8.9 

15.0 

776 

7.9 

14.7 

8.8 

7.2 

291 52 

Rnk Med Rnk 

11 11.1 13 

18 14 .. 7 17 

8 892 8 

2 3.8 2 

15 13 .. 0 15 

12 10.3 10 

1 3 3 1 

3 4 8 3 

6 7.,3 5 

13 9 .. 5 9 

14 10.5 12 

10 10 3 11 

17 13 .. 4 16 

5 7 .. 3 6 

7 6 .. 5 4 

16 15.5 18 

9 11 .]. 14 

4 1 .. 8 7 

118 

Med 

1 .. 0 

14 

8.9 

3 .. 6 

14 .. 0 

13e0 

3 .. 4 

5 .. 8 

8 .. 3 

11.3 

10 .. 6 

9.3 

14 .. 3 

6.,5 

8 .. 1 

.. 6 

8 .. 1 

8 .. 5 

5 

17 

10 

2 

15 

14 

1 

3 

8 

13 

12. 

11 

16 

I. 
'"1r 

6 

1 

9 

31.96 

8.80 

12 ~ 13 

67 

14.11 

72.,86 

4 .. 08 

12 .. 10 

5 83 

7 90 

17.06 

6e75 

7 .. 06 

18 .. 90 

3. 

11 .. 79 

19 .. 44 

25 .. 80 

.. 001 

185 

.. 059 

023 
r---3_ 
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u' 
1-' 

('!) 

.001 f->-

0'• 
~ 

666 

.. 060 

245 

.. 009 

345 

.315 

.. 745 

..,067 

..003 

.. 001 

w 
....0 
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(from Rokeach study 1 
(N=l233) 

Kennedy Johnson HcCartb.y Rockefeller Nixon Reagan Hal lace 

N= 273 221 149 219 291 52 118 

Hed Rnk Med 
I 

Rnk Med Rnk Med Rnk Med Rnk Med Rnk Med - Rnk 

Ambitious 6.1 2 6 .. 2 2 6 .. 9 3 7 .. 1 4 6 .. 5 3 7~5 4 5 .. 8 3 

Broadminded 7.6 6 7 .. 5 6 6,6 2 6.8 3 7 ... 8 6 10.0 13 7~7 6 

Capable 10.,1 10 8 .. 9 9 9 .. 8 12 9.7 10 9 .. 6 9 8~8 7 10 .. 9 14 

Cheerful 8.9 9 10~1 11 9 .. 7 11 9~9 12 10 ,.2 12 10 .. 2 14 9 .. 8 11 

Clean 7 .. 2 3 i.o 3 10 .. 1 13 9.5 9 9 .. 8 10 9 .. 7 11 7.7 5 

Courageous 7 .. 8 1 8.9 8 7a5 6 7 .. 8 5 7.3 5 6.,5 3 7 5 4 

Forgiving 7.3 4 7.3 5 6 .. 9 4 8 0 6 6.9 4 8 .. 5 5 5 7 2 

Helpful 8 .. 0 8 8 .. 2 7 7 .. 7 7 8 .. 1 '7 8.5 7 9 .. 6 10 9"3 10 

Honest 3.5 1 3 1 3~7 1 2 8 1 3.,1 1 3 .. 1 1 3.6 1 

Imaginative 15.,4 18 15 .. 7 18 14 .. 5 17 14 .. 7 18 15.7 18 14 .. 8 18 15 .. 8 18 

Independent 10 .. 6 13 10 .. 3 14 9.7 10 11 .. 6 14 11 .. 0 8 .. 8 6 10 .. 1 12 

Intellectual 13.,0 16 13 .. 6 16 11 .. 7 14 12 .. 5 15 12 .. 7 15 13 .. 8 16 13 .. 7 16 

TJ08i.CA J. 14 .. 8 17 14.7 17 13.,6 12 .. 9 16 13~8 16 13 5 14 7 17 

Loving 10 .. 5 12 10 .. 2 13 9~6 9 9.8 11 8 .. 6 8 9 .. 5 9 8 6 9 

Obedient 12 ... 2 15 12 "9 15- 14 .. 9 18 14 .. 4 17 14@2 17 .. o 17 12 .. 8 15 

Polite 10.6 14 10.1 12 12 .. 4 15 10 .. 9 13 1L.1 lt~ 9 .. 9 12 10 .. 7 13 

Responsible 7 .. 6 5 7 .. 2 4 6,.9 5 6 .. 0 2 6 .. 0 2 6 .. 0 2 7.7 1 

Self-controlled 10 .. 4 11 9 .. 3 10 9 .. 1 8 9.2 8 10 .. 1 11 9 .. 5 8 8 .. 3 8 

Median Test 
'X. 2 p= 

2~94 816 

5 .. 14 e526 

12 .. 93 .. 044 

1 89 929 

30 .. 70 .. 001 

8"19 221: 

7.,29 .. 295 

7 98 .. 239 

63 .,592 

10 18 117 

7 .. 30 ~294 

8 38 .. 212 

11..85 .065 

7 .. 35 .290 

30.,61 

22 5.4 

19.52 003 

12 .. 69 •. 048 
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1. The Humanities (drama, English, fine arts, French, Music, 

philosophy, spanish). 

2. The Social Sciences (American Studies, Economics, Education, 

Geography, BJ.story, Politics, Psychology, Social administration). 

3. The Physical Sciences (Applied rnathematics, Chemistry, Earth 

Sciences, J:ti;::tthernatics, Psysics1 Biology) .. 

The results showed that of the 18 tern1inal values, the 3 groups showed 

significant differences on only 2: 'A v1orld of beauty 1'ranked higher by 

the Hum-anities then the Social or J.::ll'lysical Sciences and 11 a cornfortable 

life" ranked hi;_3her by the Physical and Social Sciences than the 

Humanities. These values can be reasonably assumed to correspond 

to the Sprancer aesthetic and economic personality types and the 

aesthetic and economic value clustcro r.neasured by the A VL. Of the 

18 instrumental values, the 3 groups showed significant differ ences 

with respect to the 6 values: n self-control forgiving, capable, 

ambitious, intellectual, imaginative 11
• The directon of all of the 

differences, e::;;::cept one, are coneruent with and predictable by 

Spranger-I-:Iolland theory. The one exception is the value "intellectual". 

Spranger-I-Iolland theory would lead us to believe that the physical and 

social science students should rank. this higher than the humanities 

students, but the reverse, in fact occurs. 

A closer inspection, however, if the specific manner in ·which 

"intellectual 11 is defined by the Rokeach Value Survey (RVS) reveals 

that it is defined or specified w·ith the tvvo parenthetical terr.ns 

"intelligent, reflective' . 11Intelligent 1
' io not a term which vve would 

assume to differentiate between [{,roups. All university students would 

assurnedly place a high value on trintelligence". There is reason to 

believe that the pivotal expression here is the word 'reflectiven, which 

connotes introspection, introception and introversion. I£ vve assume, 

as the evidence suggests, that these three connotations are responded 

to by the Ss, then the differences becor.ne quite consistent with Spranger

Hoiland theory. (l'Jote: I am here uoing the expression Spranger

Bolland theory as if the two terms denoted a single systern, v,rhich, 

of course, they do not. I am using the hyphen between then'l nonetheless 

because I feel that they are quite sir~.ilar, belong to the same theorecial 

family and quite capable of complete homogenization given just a little 

effort. ) 
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The Ss vrere also grouped by sex and cor.n.pared on the differential value 

rankings. Th.e results showed, again congruent in almost every respect 

to Spranger -Holland theory, that the sexes differed v.rith respect to the 

terminal values: 11A world of peace, a cornfortable life, pleasure, 

salvation' and the instrumental values: 'honest, broadminded, loving, 

ambitious, capable, logical 1 
• 

Rim (1970) in usin3 the RVS, fou::Hl si;!,nificant differences in value 

rankings vrith So (Israel Institute of Tcchnolo gy, N=7 5) grouped according 

to: i) width of coenitive category, (Pettigrew's category width scale). 

2) locus of control (Rotte s I-E scale).. 3) percentage increase in digit 

substitution test.. The results sho'vved, in line with the Rokeach and 

Feather studies, that the groups are more similar than otherwise .. 

Feather ( 197 0) corn pared secondary school students in State (N=67) 

and Church 1'-T=GO}. schools on the RVS. The senior boys were asked to 

rank their o"vn values and the school-'s values. In this case, there were 

rather substantial differences betv.reen the groups as to the nurnber of 

value ranking differences. Results ohov1ed that the Ss differed on 12 

of 18 terminal values and 14 of 18 instrumental values. The overall 

nature of the differences was quite consistent with Spranger-Bolland 

theory. JVIinisters at the church schools were also compared with the 

students" value rankings of their ovvn and school values with both 

students fron1. State and Church schools.. In each case significant 

differences vvere found. 

Shotland B,t Berger ( 197 0) used the RVS in a study comparing the pencil 

returning behavior of 131 female line -vvorkers. The workers vvere given 

an attitude questionnaire and were furnished with a penciL At the end 

of the questionnaire it was discovered that 39 o/o of the vvorkers returned 

the pencils. It vvas also discovered that the worker" s pencil returning 

behavior v1as significantly related to their rankings of the values 
1 1honest, so..l vation, a world at peace and helpful 11

• 

This study is particularly interesting in that it is one of the very few 

times that the RVS responses have been related to 'real'i behavior in 

the "real v:1orld". 
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C·. Comparisons of the RVS and the A VL 

VI! e shall npend a little time cor[1paring, specifically these two value 

inv.entories because they are the most likely cor.npetitors within the 

field of social psychology. 

There are a nurnber of irnportant differences between the EB two scales, 

differences vvhich I am convinced, recommend the use of one over the 

other in 1noot reoearch situations. If '<Ve begin with a comparison of 

the respective reliabiliti2s vv-e find that the average reliability of the 

RVS terrninal items is . 65, the instrurnental iterns is about • 60 (see 

table 18 for complete Rokeach reliability figures). 

These reliabilities do not cornpare terribly favorable with the A VL 

reliabilities. The average test-reteot (tvv-o month interval) reliability for 

the A VL is .. 88. For an interval of one-month it is . 89 and its average 

split-half reliability is. 90 (see tableo 1 and 2). 

The adrninistration times for the b.vo scales are roughly cornparable 

(20 minutes) but nonethelesss Roke2.ch himself commet'lts that Ss taking 

the RVS find the task somewhat difficult and annoying while Ss taking 

the AVA do not e::perience such difficulty. This ranking difficulty is a 

contributine factor, no doubt~ to the lov1er value reliabilities in the middle 

range of irnportance, which in turn lc~cls to overall lower reliabilities 

(see fieure 1). 

As far as validities are concerned, ,:Jirect comparisons becorne very 

difficult to carry out and are beyond the scope of this paper. Nonetheless, 

it is not too difficult t0 conceive of a technique for such a comparison. 

One could choose a number o£ different variance techniques (r.nultiple R 

for instance) and simply compare the arnount of: 1) occupational choice, 

area of study specialization etc, VL1riance accounted for by the tw·o 

inventories. As far as I know, no such comparison has been attempted .. 

As a result, •.7e are in no position to say which scale is n1.ore valid. On 

the other hand, there is an impressive volume of literature attesting to 

the fact that the RVS can distinguish between son1e of the sarne groups. 

Nevertheless, experience has sho\vn that by and large, the RVS shows 

more group sirnilarity than group differences (Rokeach, 1968; Feather 1 

1970; Rin1, 1970; Shetland, 1970) .. l'Jeedless to say~ it is not possible, 

at this point, to determine whether this accurately reflects "real" group 

value sindla:rity or merely the insensitivity of the RVS to detect major 

differences that 11 really 11 exist. 



Table 18,. 

A comfortnble· 
ptosperoue. 

An f1.xciting 
(n stin-ulnting, 

A sense of ~cco~vlit.h~~nt 
(lastios cont~ibution) 

~ ~erld at pence 
(iree ~at· and 

A wo~ld of beauty • 
(beauty of nature and the arts) 

Equ~lity (broth~~h~od, 
~qual opportunity for 

:F:;r:rl.ly seeut'ity 
(to~ing care of loved ooeo) 

Fref:dom 
(independencefl 

&;,:'pines .a 
(content·edncs~) 

ehoic~) 

loner hat'mony 
(freedom. from inner conflict) 

71 

~~ture love . ,6a 
(eexuel end a?it!tuul intimacy) 

Nation~l ZJecu.rity .67 
(protection f~o~ attDck) 

FleaEure 
(an enjoyable, 1.C':.'iourely life) 

Solvation 
(otived, eternal 

Self ... respect 
(s~lf ... ect~r:m) 

So~ial recoenit~on 

(respect, eemirntion) 
True friends:11.p 

(close co~,a~icnship) 
Wiodom (a ostu=e 

unde-ratandinr; 11.fe) 
~60 

Cap~.hle 
( c.cr.uj?ctent 

Chec:t:ful 

Clean 
(1:'\~·~t, tidy) 

Coor.ogeoua 

joyful) 

(Gtandiog up your 
Forciv:tng 

(\d.llir:g to pardon others) 
Helpf\:~1 (-:·w:rkit1g 

for the welfare of others) 
Honest 

(sinc~rc~ truth!~l) 
lllU3Sinutiva 

(daring) 
lnd~pendcnt 

(self-rali~nt. self•oufficient) 
lectual 

(intelligent, 
lcgical . 

(consistent, rational) 
1.~oviug 

(~ffe~tionate, tender) 
Ob!:dient 

(clutiful, reo~eetful) 

(courteous, well ... zruinnsred) 
Rcspor!t\ible 

(r:lf'pen...:t.:..~le, 

Self ... contrcl 
(restrained, S¢lf·disciplined) 

44 

1' 

57 

.51 

.G6 

.. sa 

.62 

.66 

.62 

.69 

,.60 
,, 

,67 

0 

" 
,53 
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There is~ hov1ever, a difference which I feel is of r.najor significance in 

evaluatine the respective worth of thene tv;ro instruments. The difference 

is, that the AVL (and the Holland Vocational Preference Inventory) is 

generated out of a theory of personality· v1hile the RVS is not .. 

This is especially important in enabline one to evaluate the significance 

or meaning of differences which are found.. The theory enables one to 

make predictions about value differences before the experirnent is run. 

After the experirnent is run, one should have a slightly better theoretical 

or wholistic grasp on the nature of the 'value universe 11 than one had 

before. That io one to 1nake of, for instance, the difference between 

political and relig:ous groups on the itern 11 true friendship"? There is 

simply nothing in Rokeach which v;ould or could predict or account for 

such a difference. 

It would not be totally unfair to say that the RVS has to so1ne extent, been 

generated by a certain mindless ernpiricisrn. We are shown differences, 

which may or n1ay not be central or essential for distinguishing between 

the groups, but are not provided with any context in which to evaluate or 

understand these differences. The Spranger-Hoiland approach appears 

to strike a better balance between theory and en1piricism. On the other 

hand, we n1ust admit that the Spranger system represents rnore of a 

taxonomy than a theory. It is not a t~1eory in the sense that psychoanalysis 

is a theoxy. It is not dynamic, ontogenis or phylogenis.. Still, it is a 

great deal r:t1ore than we are offered by Rokeach .. 
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V. OTHER VALUE APPROACHES AND CORRELATES 

A. Values and political behavior 

Within the specific area of political psychology Rokeach" s observation 

is accuracte. l-ilost work has been concerned with attitudes, specifically 

attitudes as they relate to political and social questions. Rokeach has 

done us a service, not so much in ren~inding of the importance of values 

per se, but in relating values to political behavior. Needless to say, 

Rokeach v1as not the first to investigate this specific relationship, 

however. 

M .. Brev1ster Sr.aith ( 1949) perforrned a study relating personal values 

as dete rrninants of political attitudes tovvards Russia at the beginning 

of the Cold war. Smith gave a list of i 6 values tapping some of the 

main deterr.nining values as we have come to understand thern. (N=250 

New England males in 1947 1 see table 19).. All of the responses were 

coded from interview material. The overall impression of this table 

seems to indicate a certain stability in the value preferences of 

Americans frorn 1947 to 1969 (Rokeach sarnple) even though the 

measuring techniques differ substantially.. The sample is economically 

and ethnically mixed and all male vvhile the Rokeach sarnple is more 

skewed econornically and sexually rr:tixed.. For example, there is a 

substantial difference in the degree of hnportance given to "liberty" 

and "freedom' 1 (rnentioned by 28 %) and 11 racial and ethnic tolerance" 

(mentioned by 2 %). This has a certain isometry to the value ranking 

differences betv;een 11freedom 11 and 11 equality" in the Rokeach sample. 

Table i 9. Personal values of the respondents 

Value 

ecomonic security 
home and farnil y life 
liberty and freedo:rn 
health 
getting along v..rell v1ith people 
world peace 
happiness, enjoyrnent of life 
comforts of life 
education 
religion 
pride in vv-ork, doing job well 
economic advancement, getting ahead on job 
recreation, sports and hobbies 
decency and n1orality 
being a good citizen, community participation 
racial and ethnic tolerance 

% who mention 
each value 

56 
46 
25 
20 
13 
13 
12 
10 
10 
13 

7 
6 
6 
4 
2 
2 
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Smith" s results generally sho·wed that the Ss/ concern for iliberty and 

freedom 11 was the rn.ost discriminating itern in terms of the Ss attitude 

toward Russia. The more ir.nportant this value, the more negative the 

attitude tow·ar·d Russia. That rne::.ny of the Ss did not fully understand 

what they 11 really rneant 1 by the tern1. 11 liberty and freedom 1 and that 

many of their attitudes seemed to be highly subject to Mass-lVIedia 

manipulation was another n1.ajor conch_,_s:lon~ 

Results also shov1ed that values ·vvill only beco1ne deterr.o.in.ers of 

political attitude to that exten·~ that (1 the values orvalue is centrally 

integrating in the person s value-attitude hieTarchy. (2) l-Ie has informa

tion (S) available to hin1 to engage the value. ( 3) The scope of the value 

and of the individual" s interest is sufficiently broad to extend to the 

focus of the attitude. 

The idea is gerr.o.inated, as a result of Srnith" s research, that perhaps 

attention should be paid to the role of the m0dia in deterrnining the 

political attitudes of the population, regardless of the population inter

vening variabels~ As far as I know, no research within the field of 

social or political psychology has been directed at this problem. 

Evans {1952) conducted an interesting experiment in the :reJ.ationship 

between value configurations and anti-semitism (l.\T=i69 Iv'Iighigan State 

College students). The experinJ.ent is interesting for two :r.easons: 

1. It is an additional confirmation of the usefulness of the A VL from the 

standpoint of construct validityo 2., It is congruent with authoritarian 

personality theory. 

The results showed that~ 

1. There ·were significant negative correlations between aesthetic and 

social values and anti·· sen1itism (xnen.sured by the Levinson-Sanford 

A-S scale, See Adorno et al, t 950). 

2. There vrere significant positive correlations between political and 

economic values and anti-- semitisrr.l. 

3. There v1ere no significant relationships between theoretical and 

religious values and A-S although a negative trend was found .. 

4.. The value patterns, that is the relative value rankh:tgs for the 4 

A-S quartiles w·ere~ (see table 20) 



Table 20. Value patterns for four anti- sen'litic groups 

High Medium High J\Aedium low Low 
A-S A-S A-S A-S 

1. political political religious aesthetic 
2. econorn.ic religious aesthetic social 
3. religious econonJ.ic social religious 
4. social social theoretical theoretical 
5. theoretical aesthetic political econornic 
6. aesthetic theoretical economic political 

Milton & \Tlaite 1964), also ·working within the authoritarian theoretical 

frameworl-c1 conducted an experir.o.ent relating traditional farnil y and 

presidential preference in the 1964 arne ric an presidential election .. 

Traditional farnily values were rneasured by a modified F scale and 

purportedly L~easuring the follo·wing personality aspects: 

Conventionalism, Authoritarian Subrnission, Exaggerated Masculinity 

and Feminity, Extreme Emphasis on Discipline, and Moralistic H.ejection 

of Impulse Life. 

The results showed the following: ( s eetable 21) 

Table 21 .. 

Presidential 
Choice 

Goldvvater 
Johnson 
Wallace 

Presidential choice as a function of trwitional 

family values 

NunJ.ber TFV 
choosing mean score 

i63 152 
21'1 139 

2/.1: 161 

(The Ss v,rere students at the university of Georgia.. A one-way 
analysis of variance showed the groups to differ significantly.) 

Hogan ( i 970) performed an intereoting study in the relationship between 

moral principles and social and political attitydes (N=149), students and 

non- students). The S s were clas sificd into two groups on the basis of 

their subscription to: 

i. "the ethicts of personal conscience 11 
- emphasis on personal and 

intuitive notions of right and wrong. 

2. 11the ethics of social responsibility'' as a rational instrwncr.tsfor the 

realization of the cornmon good. 
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Results sho·wed that Ss subscribing to the ethics of personal sonscience 

tended to be: prosressive, rebellious, unconventional, and social 

activists. The Ss subscribing to the ethics of social responsibility were: 

good-natured, thoughtful, well- sociali~ed and somewhat conservative 

politically. 

These results are quite interestins and offer some direct and a great 

deal of indi:rect support for a rnajor role for "values' as determiners of 

political behavio:t:. It is difficult to say for sure, however, precisely 

what is being measured here besides values. The ethics questionnaire 

used seenJ.s to be factoriall y quite cot:.J.plex. 

Brown and Young (1970)perform.ed a study relating personal values and 

political affiliation in Italy and carne up with results quite congruent. 

with those of Hosan (1970). These authors developed a scale labelled 

the Personal Philosophy Inventory and it consists of values in the area 

of Law, Religion, Philosophy, Politict3, Marriage and Sexual relations., 

Art and the Education of children. 

The results nJ.ost germain with respect to the Hogan study (1970) are 

that leftists conceive of law more as a creative process and are interested 

in the spirit of the Law. This Spirit of the Law mQst probably is 

derived fror.o. sorne intuitive notions of Justice, again making the 

individual the final arbitor of 'Just La'll 11
• The rightists, however, are 

more concerned with the procedure of Lav1. This emphasis is quite 

congruent vrith the l Ethics of Social Responsibility ' as conceived by 

Hogan (1970}. Arnong the ether value differences between the leftists 

and rightists vvere that leftists· v1ere rnore atheistic, humanistic, 

relativistic, conc~rned with modern art, child-centered, permissive, 

emphasizing of love and selfregulation. The results are 1nost consistent 

with the studies of Rightists and Leftists conducted in other countries. 

A major problern>however, in evaluating the significance of these 

findings for the present discussion is vvhether or not the above differences 

ban be considered "Values 11 or "Attitudes 1 in the Rokeach distinction .. 

Actually, at this exploratory poirt in research, the distinction between 

the two will not have any empirical significance so that we will not 

bother arguing or haggling over the matter. 
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F1inden 
YoUI"5df 
Vic:tnam 
\\'hite Austr:ilia 
Legalized Abortion 
Religious ln.structioo 
S.R.C. U:ga1 Aid 

i969 Mt!an 
SD 
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Feather 197 , in a study mentioned earlier, also studied the 

relationships bet-ween certain political and non-political attitudes and 

value raninks, s measured by the RVS The intercorrelations be-

tween the 

differential 

attitudes are shown in table 22 derived via the semantic 

Im~rn-'Lt:mont S nu:!nrl..z 

1968 Samplt: 
1 :t J s 6 Mean SD 

·:2!J'il"$ ~-<>2 -·10 18·66 2·26 
·14 ~17"' .05 14-09 2·41 
·16 ·26"'"'* 11·10 $·69 
·13 ·13 ·21~ lO.TI 5·32 

-'()3 -{!3 ~{)6 ·06 
·1S -{}2 ·21"' -.()4 ·--40*'1$1<11 

-·12 -·28••* -·45*ilti!S -{)7 ·14 -·24"'"' 

18·52 14·47 10..57 11·23 14·88 1!·32 lQ-73 
1·92 2·11 !S·l6 5·31 4·69 $·45 5·83 

-..l'ote. For attitude score above 12 indicat~ a positive attitude; a score below 12 indicates negative attitude. No data were &".r-ailable from the 
';g sample concttni.ng the last three attitude issud.. Intercomlations for: 1968 sample are in up~ diagonal matrix; for 1%9 in. lower CJJa,&'QDAI 

\ trix.. 
"'p -o:s ~·; < -ot ••f!JJp < <101 

The Ss vvere asked to rate: Flinders University, Yourself, An1erican 

intervention in Vietnarn, the Vvhite Australia Policy, etc.. The results 

most interesting for our discussion, however, are shown in table 23. 

This table indicates that, for instance, a positive evaluation of the 

American intervention in Vietnam is positively correlated with a high 

value ranking for Salvation, indicating that some f?Ort of religious 

"value 11 or motivation, among other things, underlies the Ss 1 pro-war 

attitude (the significance of these relatim ships w·ere x 2 tested) .. 

The overall impression of table 23 seen1.s quite consistent with what 

we already know in-the area of political-psychology, although it is 

somewhat dissappointing to see so few values significantly correlated 

with the attitudes., 



19'69; All Ss 

an exciting life ( +) 
Independent ( +) 
imaginative ( +) 
eourageous (-) 

. after each value indicat~ di.rection of relationship. Thus ( +) mean:s favourable attitude goes with high relative value, 
unfavourable 'With low relative value; (-) means that favourable attitude goes with low relative value and vic;e..vena. No data were available 
from the 1968 S!. on the last three attitude i"»U~ 

Simpson 1970) performed an interesting study relating psychological 

need deprivation to development of 1democratic values • Psychic 

need was defined by Taylo s Manifest Anxiety Scale and the IPD 

based on Ma Ne g theory~ Democratic values were 

defined by: 

worthy 

i in human natu,re as fundamentally godd and trust-

senberg'' s Faith in Human Nature (2) Belief in the 

individual as of autonon1.ously (Hogan" s Survey of 

Ethical Value Belief in the validity of the experiences and 

opinions of others (Gough" s Sc 4) Belief that the rights 

of other human beings are to be respected (Gough" s Socialixation 

Scale) and belief in the ability of the individual to control his 

environtnent$ his and his future I-E Scale)(< Results 

showed that psychic need was significantly related to (p less than 00 t) 

de moe socialization defined above. The author concludes that 

institutional democratic socialization will not produce a democratic 

per,gonality unless the child" s basic are satisfied. This is a 

conclusion that has been firmly established ewhere ee Adorno, 

et al.. 1 1950, Brown, 1972)., 
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Besides thenc ntrictly psychological approaches to values and political 

attitudes, the sociological literature has also sho·wn some positive and 

interesting results using values ao an avenue of attack (DeCharrns & 

Moeller, i962, Lipset, j.963, Thayer, i968, Ross, 1970 andDonley & 

Winter, 197 

value constancico 

What are tho value sir.nilarities betvreon countries and cultures? How 

safe is it to zene:ralizo results fou.n~~ in the U.S. with relationships found 

in Sweden? J>Taither of these tv;o questions can be answered directly, 

but we can eot son1.e general hnpres sions for the following 3 studies. 

Cameron & Robertson ( i 970) made a cornparison of the valu~ ranldngs 

of Scottish (N = 1, 189) and american children (N = i, 368) in 3 different 

sections of each country. Values \Here rated in a structured and open

ended questionnaire form. The overall results showed rernarkable 

similarity of value rankings, especially in the structured questionnaire. 

The values used in the structured interview were: 

(a) Usefulness- 'feeling useful n.11d vvorthvvhile is •. 6 doing sonJ.ething 

constructive is .•. knowing you( re needed is .... 11 

(b) Living space ... having plenty o£ roorn so · you're not al-vvayn 

bumpins into people is .•• living in a place ·with lots of roorn. is ••• 

having a place to get a···.vay from peopLe; is 6 •• 
1 

(c) Cor.nprehension "understanding \;-;rhy and how things work knowing 

what you" re supposed to do and hovr to do it is ... kno-vving where you 

stand in .... 

(d) Freedor.n 1'being treated like everyone else, no better and no v1orse, 

is having the sa:cc1e rights and oppo1·tuLities as others is ••• being 

treated failly is 6. • " 

(e) Le>ck of Phyoi~:-.::-1 Want 11not feeline; hungry or thi1·sty is ••• feeling 

sure you-'ll alvv;J.ys have the things you need is .... getting plenty of 

sleep so you feel rested •. " 11 

(f) Cor.nr.nunity nbeing liked by almost everyone is .... having .one or 

two close friends is 0. 0 not having to be all alone too rnuch is ..... 11 

(g) Status 11havine; others admire you is •.• having lots of nice things 

iS e o 0 knovJing YOU.t re nin 11 Vlith your friendS iS • • • !I 

The result a :::hovrcd the followinzi ( c:ee tables 24 and 25) 



Boys 

Girls 
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Table 24 .. 

10-12yr. i3-15yr. i6-i8yr .. j.0-12.yr. 13-15yr. 16-i8yr. 

cr.o.p Cll.'lp crop cr..np cnlp cmp 
use use use use use use 
equal equal equal equal equal equal 
comm cornr:::1 COffiiTl phys phys COlTIID 

phys phys phys cornrn com1n phys 
space space space space tree space 
stat stat stat stat sp- stat free 
free free free fr8e stat 

cmp CYY1p use cr.o.p cmp crnp 
use use cn1.p use use use 
equal equal equal equal equal equal 
phys COD..'lffi comm phys comm cor.o.rn -phys 
comrn phys phys COEJ.r.o. phys 
stat space space space space space 
space stat free stat stat free 
free free stat free free stat 

(the values are ranked from highest to lowest • top to bo ttorn) 
Taken fror1..1. CilD"lcron 8t Robertson, 107,') ) 

I ' '- " 

These sin1ilaritieo are rather strildns and rnight be aided by the fact 

that both the U.S. and Scotland arc en:_3lish speaking and share a common 

cultural heritage. Nonthele so, one should expect that certain major 

differenceD should emerge. Specifically, one might except that the 

valuation of 1;equn.lityj 1 should be oi;jnificantly different in the tv:.ro 

countries due to 1narkedly different sociological and historical conditions. 

One would e:cpect 11 equality" to be rated lo·wer by A1nericans than by 

Scots because of the high race loadin3 of the expression (see Rokeach, 

1968). Unfortunately such is not the case. Tl"B reason for this 

homogeneity is probably due to tho fact that equality is defined differently 

here than by Rokeach ( i 968). Fiore equality is given the distinct 

denotation of ho\v the S vould lik.e to be treated himself, by other people. 

In RokeachJ equality has the distinct connotation of ho·w one should treat 

others and not of hov1 one ohould £y others. The Rokeach equality item 

is given a distinct racial overtune "brotherhood, equal opportunity for 

all". This racial tinge is distinctly connotative. On the other hand, 

nothing racial io implied in the Car.c1eron &: Rotc-rtson equality item. 



More distinct value ranking differences begin to emerge in the open

ended questionn;.llre see table 2S). 

Table 25.. Scot and western U.S. national differences Jin average 

percent} 

U .. S .. (N=i341} 

education 
family 
career 
friendship 
religion 
happiness~ fun 
self- actualization 
love 
health 
biological needs 

29.4: 
i 9. i 
16~ o" 
15.6 
15 .. 1 
i 3. 0 
11. 3 
s. 8 
4.4 
4. 1 

Scotland (N=i 102) 

happiness, fun 
health 
career 
education 
biological needs 
family 
religion 
friendship 
self- actualization 
love 

24.5 
24.5 
20.6 
2.0. 4" 
16~4 
12~ 4'' 
12., L_i: 

10.5 
4 .. 0 ... 
1. 4 

(" = p less th8.11. • 00 i, table taken frorn Cameron & Robertson, i 97 0} 
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However, it is sotnevvhat difficult to grasp the significance of the 

differences ";7hich are found. These values, like the Rokeach Value 

Survey (R VS), vve:re chosen in a so1-:.."leV1hat ad hoc fashion and without 

theoretical foundation. Aside frorn certain vague references to Assorie 

and 1Vlar}:1 little in the way of interpretation is given and even here the 

interpretation is directed at the value similarities and not the value 

differences. 

Parsons ( i 971) compared the values of spanish- surname american. 

students \7ith those of national no:rn1.s.. The Polyphasic Values Inventory 

was used1 \-rhich covers political, econornic, educational, social, 

personal-rnora.l and religious values, oJ.~ganized on a conservative to 

liberal continuur.n. Significant differences were found bet-vv-een the 

spanioh .. surnarne students and the nonnative groups.. The only item 

for which spanish- surname students did not differ were on attitudes 

concerning the treatment of cornrnunists in the U.S. Thct overall 

differences indicated that spanioh- suJ.'''f:'!.a.me Ss had generally more liberal 

values especially on items concernin3 the right to vote, the circum

stances for anl.erican military action against another country, the 

development of good citizenship and Elan" s responsibility for his deeds. 

The general rc sults of the study are consistent with the principles of 

enlightened self-interest and Lipset/ s status anxiety hypothesis. 
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Another stu.J.y in the same vein, usinz lv1exican-Americans as oppossed 

to Anglo-An:..erican Ss, found differences in the valuations of religious 

and political cornpetition. Mexican-AnJ.ericans were significantly higher 

in both areas el Can1po, 1971 • Unfortunately, because only an 

abstract of this study was available, precise comparisons are not 

possible here .. 

On the basis of the scanty cross-cultural research presented here, no 

general staterr.Lents can be made on the value homo or heterogenity of 

different countrieo and cultures .. 

C. Other otudies having to do with values 

I might add parenthetically and for the especially interested rather, that 

values have also been studied, with positive results, in the area of 

attitude change (Edwards, 1970, Nelson, 1968), as related to structured 

and institutional role characteristics (Ellenberg, 1970, Luzzi, 1970), as 

a function of sex- role (Stein, 1971), as related to figure preference and 

personality (Cornwell, i 970), as related to dogmatism and anxiety 

(Brooks, 197 i), as related to perceptual rigidity (Blakey, i 970), as 

related to f:raternity membership and critical thinking ( i 97 i ) .. 

New measures of values have recently been developed by Thomas (1970) 

and Henrickson ( i 971).. Unfortunately, only the study abstracts were 

available so that intelligent cornrDent vv2.s not possible here. The 

interested reader is refered to then1., 

Conclusion 

As a reoult of our scanty persual in the experimental application of the 

value concept, there seerns to be little doubt that values can be empirically 

demonstrated as related to many prirnary interests and occupations of 

human beings. The value preferences of individuals are of predictive 

utility in enabling us to predict the occupational choice, the rnajor field 

of interest and the dominant political ideology of that individual. There 

is, therefore, every theoretical and empirical reason to believe that the 

value preferences of Swedish subjects would be of use in enabling one 

to make relatively accurate predictions about the future behavior of these 

individuals .. 
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Unfortunately, the research is not yet sophisticated enough to enable us 

to know e:;:actly how many prin1.ary value dimensions we are dealing with 

or how many· vre should be dealing with given certain specific behaviors 

to be predicted. 1\feither are we in any position to know exactly or even 

approxir.nately v1hich value dimensiono v1ill be 1nore important to us in a 

Swedish mileau as oppossed to an ar.nerican rnileau. 

As to the choice of instrument to be uoed, I recommend the Allport-

Vernon-Lindzey study of Values i9 edition) unhesitatingly because of 

its high reliability, high validity, Yrell established norms, well-research 

history and con1parison potentiality, easy administration and the fact 

that it is established on some well articulated and testable theoretical 

grounds, enabling one to draw inferences beyond the imrnediate results. 
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